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Executive Summary 

SmartMeterTM data could potentially enable a valuable opportunity to provide insight and actionable 

recommendations to customers to help better manage their energy bills. By providing customers with 

an energy management tool that allows them insight into how they use energy, including operating cost 

information for their major appliances, they can proactively manage their bill and save money. This type 

of information could help customers understand appliance usage or inspire them to upgrade to more 

efficient technologies. In addition, if these consumers were on a time-of-use rate plan, understanding 

the energy usage of their appliances could provide a basis by which they could decide to implement 

some time-shifting usage. Pacific Gas and Electric Company’s (PG&E’s) SmartMeter™ platform provided 

the foundation for this project, which was funded by PG&E’s Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC). 

Regulators and energy suppliers perceive this information as an opportunity to help consumers 

understand and manage their energy consumption behavior or even diagnose inefficiencies or 

equipment failures. 

Project Objectives 

In order to assist with this information gap noted above, this project set out to achieve the following 

objectives:  

1. Demonstrate appliance-level itemization of monthly bill charges for residential customers;  

2. Assess and compare the current analytical capability and accuracy of energy disaggregation 

software; and 

3. Understand customer perception of the end-use cost presentations and the value of the 

disaggregated data. 

Project Methods 

For a period of six months, the SmartMeterTM was reconfigured on approximately 500 sample homes to 

provide energy demand data in one-minute intervals, instead of the one-hour interval data PG&E 

typically collects for residential customers. PG&E selected three disaggregation software vendors for the 

study and provided them access to the anonymized one-minute interval data from the SmartMeterTM 

platform. The project consisted of two tests. The first test gauged customer receptivity and the second 

tested vendor accuracy. For the first test, each vendor provided the participating customers with a 

dashboard of the disaggregated results for their home. The second test was done by installing power-

monitoring equipment within the home and comparing the vendors’ modeled results to the known 

appliances as identified by the power monitoring data. A third party evaluated the three vendors’ 

disaggregation results. A subset of the sample was used as a control group to validate the quality of 

vendor disaggregation results by the third party evaluator.  

To evaluate customer perception of the information and reporting formats, as well as the presentation 

of the information and the usefulness of the information in influencing individual behavior, PG&E 

surveyed project participants in three ways:  

1. An initial online survey of participants conducted shortly after the initiation of the customer 

acquisition;  

2. A qualitative evaluation of participants’ mid-project attitudes and experiences conducted 

through a series of online focus groups; and 
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3. A final survey of participants conducted at the conclusion of the project. 

Key Results  

The key results of the assessment of the vendors’ accuracy are: 

• The vendors’ algorithms had trouble distinguishing between the signals of some similar devices, 

such as washers and dishwashers.  

• Not all end uses, particularly smaller energy using appliances, can be accurately monitored and 

measured. 

• Even with detailed end-use information, disaggregation algorithms had difficulty accurately 

estimating energy use.  

• Although project findings suggest disaggregation algorithms could not reliably estimate end-use 

energy, there were demonstrated strengths, which varied by vendor, that could be leveraged to 

better focus near-term efforts to potentially realize energy savings. 

The overall surveys and customer evaluations indicated the following: 

 Participants valued clear, easy-to-find, real-time, and accurate electricity usage costs for all 

major appliances and systems, which would be ideally broken out by the hour and refreshed 

daily, if not more often.  

 Participants had a general lack of enthusiasm for both vendors’ disaggregation reporting 

services. These reactions were driven by perceived failure of the technology to either accurately 

detect appliances or provide granular, near real-time data. 

 Consumers did not modify their usage over the course of this study, but the study period was 

very brief (six months), and their perceptions remained consistent that appliance-level 

disaggregation would be useful in order to better understand their energy usage patterns to 

ultimately change their behavior and save energy and money.  

 Feedback indicated consumers were not satisfied with the accuracy and detail of disaggregation, 

the timeliness of the disaggregated reporting,1 and how the information was presented. For 

example, customers expected to view usage costs for both major and plug-load appliances;2 

however, this type of data for plug-level appliances is extremely difficult for current algorithms 

to recognize and differentiate. For the most part, the costs of running these appliances are low, 

and most vendors concentrate their solutions on higher cost appliances that consumers show 

propensity for reduction or usage shifting. 

Lessons Learned and Conclusions 

In the end, no vendor platform was able to accurately identify all of the appliance level categories in the 

study or meet the customers’ expectations for real-time visibility into their appliance use. Each 

                                                             

 

1 During this project, vendors only updated data once per day. 
2
 Plug-load appliances are smaller, miscellaneous equipment that is usually plugged into an outlet and is not 

related to general lighting, heating, ventilation, cooling, and water heating. Plug loads include products like 
computers, printers, microwaves, blenders, etc. 
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disaggregation vendor had individual strengths that offer a range of opportunities based on specific end 

uses, which could ultimately set the stage for the development of a repository of end use signals for 

specific devices that could be recognized by various disaggregation algorithms. 

While the identified learnings of this project will help advance industry knowledge of customer 

expectations for real-time visibility into their appliance use, the project’s findings demonstrated that the 

load disaggregation technology that is currently available in the market is in need of further refinement. 

The end use device dataset that was built in this project can potentially be used in the future to assess 

the anticipated improvements to load disaggregation software. As utilities continue to pursue ways to 

help customers reduce their energy bills, this data can be used to assess future improvements to 

disaggregation technology.  
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1. EPIC Program Introduction 

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) passed two decisions that established the basis for this 

project. The CPUC initially issued D. 11-12-035, Decision Establishing Interim Research, Development and 

Demonstrations and Renewables Program Funding Level,3 which established the Electric Program 

Investment Charge (EPIC) on December 15, 2011. Subsequently, on May 24, 2012, the CPUC issued D. 

12-05-037, Phase 2 Decision Establishing Purposes and Governance for Electric Program Investment 

Charge and Establishing Funding Collections for 2013-2020,4 which authorized funding in the areas of 

applied research and development, technology demonstration and deployment (TD&D), and market 

facilitation. D. 12-05-037 defined TD&D as “the installation and operation of pre-commercial 

technologies or strategies at a scale sufficiently large and in conditions sufficiently reflective of 

anticipated actual operating environments to enable appraisal of the operational and performance 

characteristics and the financial risks associated with a given technology.”5 D. 12-05-037 also required 

the EPIC Program administrators (PG&E, SCE, SDG&E, and the CEC) to submit Triennial Investment Plans 

to cover three-year funding cycles for 2012-2014, 2015-2017, and 2018-2020. In November 2015, D.13-

11-0256 approved PG&E’s initial EPIC triennial investment plan application, A.12-11-003,7 wherein PG&E 

proposed 26 EPIC projects for the first Triennial Investment Period. One of the 26 approved EPIC 1 

projects was Project #1.18, Demonstrate SmartMeter™-Enabled Data Analytics to Provide Customers 

with Appliance-Level Energy Use Information, also referred to as “Residential Appliance-Level Load 

Disaggregation.” 

On November 1, 2012, in A.12-11-003, PG&E filed its first triennial Electric Program Investment Charge 

(EPIC) Application at the CPUC, requesting $49,328,000 for 26 Technology Demonstration and 

Deployment Projects. On November 14, 2013, in D.13-11-025, the CPUC approved PG&E’s EPIC plan and 

its request of $49,328,000 for this program category. Pursuant to PG&E’s approved EPIC triennial plan, 

PG&E initiated, planned, and implemented the following project: Demonstrate SmartMeter™-Enabled 

Data Analytics to Provide Customers with Appliance-Level Energy Use Information. Through the annual 

reporting process, PG&E kept CPUC staff and stakeholders informed on the progress of the project. The 

following is PG&E’s final report on this project. 

2. Project Background 

2.1 Issue/Problem Statement 

PG&E has conducted numerous research projects with residential, Small and Medium Business (SMB), 

and agricultural customers to learn how best to engage customers with rate plans and energy 

management strategies. One such study, conducted in 2012, indicated that customers highly valued 

energy management tools that provided insight to customers about their energy usage of individual 

                                                             

 

3 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/156050.PDF  
4 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/167664.PDF  
5
 Decision 12-05-037 pg. 37 

6 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M081/K773/81773445.PDF  
7 http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M031/K735/31735305.PDF 

http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/156050.PDF
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/WORD_PDF/FINAL_DECISION/167664.PDF
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Published/G000/M081/K773/81773445.PDF
http://docs.cpuc.ca.gov/PublishedDocs/Efile/G000/M031/K735/31735305.PDF
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devices or appliances. Seventy-one percent of surveyed residential customers and fifty-five percent of 

surveyed SMB customers rated itemized billing as the highest value tool. 8  

In order to provide itemized billing, the utility must be able to identify or disaggregate the energy usage 

of appliances and other energy demands from the total energy bill. SmartMetersTM are believed to be 

capable of providing the data needed for appliance-level disaggregation if the usage is reported as 

output in short enough time intervals. Several disaggregation vendors claim they have proprietary 

software to accomplish this level of disaggregation into individual end uses without the need for an 

energy audit. If true, this would allow PG&E to provide customers with actionable insights into their 

energy use patterns in place of time-intensive energy audits. Ultimately, itemized billing, paired with 

targeted education campaigns, could help customers better understand and manage their specific 

energy use. 

2.1.1 Project Overview and Objectives  

This project was designed to evaluate the ability of commercial vendors to use PG&E SmartMeterTM data 

to accurately disaggregate energy usage for residential customers and to explore how to provide that 

information to customers meaningfully. 

The three primary objectives for this project were to: 

 Demonstrate commercial analytic capabilities to achieve end use load disaggregation using one-

minute interval data captured by PG&E’s SmartMeter™ platform; 

 Evaluate the accuracy of the commercial disaggregation software and compare vendors’ abilities 

to demonstrate appliance-level itemization of monthly bill charges using SmartMeter™ data as 

the inputs; and 

 Gather insights from customers regarding individualized end-use cost presentations and the 

value of the disaggregated data. These insights will be used to develop a strategy for further 

deployment of appliance-level billing. 

2.2 Project Scope 

The project had two phases that were conducted concurrently. Phase 1 was a proof of concept test to 

assess and validate disaggregation technology using SmartMeter™-enabled data. Phase 2 was a 

customer evaluation of the effectiveness of the disaggregation reporting. Three vendors were selected 

by PG&E to participate in Phase 1, and two of the three vendors’ reporting interfaces for consumers 

were included in Phase 2.9 

Both phases involved the use of one-minute interval data collected by the PG&E SmartMeter™ platform. 

The project team collected electric energy data from a sample of approximately 500 PG&E 

SmartMeterTM-enabled homes. The data collected was made available to three vendors who used 

proprietary end use disaggregation software to provide estimates of energy use by appliance type. The 

                                                             

 

8 Itemized billing is the presentation of the bill by energy using appliances instead of just by energy consumption (kWh). 
9 One of the three vendors did not have web-based reporting and was not included in the customer project. 
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vendors were selected based on the presumed quality of their disaggregation tools. Each vendor 

analyzed the one-minute interval data provided to identify a set of end use appliances10 and to estimate 

appliance-level energy consumption in each home on an hourly basis for a period of six months 

(November 2014 Test Period through April 2015 Final Reporting).  

This project specifically required one-minute interval electric usage data. Because one-minute interval 

data is not currently available via PG&E’s SmartMeter™ platform, the configuration of each 

SmartMeterTM in the sample was modified to collect the necessary interval data.  

Embedded within the sample of approximately 500 homes were six “test bed” homes. PG&E’s vendor 

installed extensive monitoring equipment (e.g., plug load energy monitors, wireless data collection, and 

transmission devices) in the six “test bed” homes to measure actual electric use data at one-minute 

intervals. For each of the six test bed homes, the monitoring equipment provided appliance-level usage 

for PG&E’s defined end uses. This test bed data was collected and maintained by an external evaluation 

consultant. The evaluation consultant compared the usage data with the disaggregation results from 

each vendor to verify the accuracy of each vendor’s disaggregation algorithms. 

In Phase 2, PG&E asked a portion of the approximately 500 program participants to evaluate and 

provide feedback on disaggregation reporting and the usefulness of the data. A majority of the 

participants also have access to their billing and usage data through PG&E’s “My Account” web portal. 

These My Account participants were also asked to provide feedback comparing the PG&E My Account 

web portal to their vendor’s presentation of the data. The customers’ experiences were evaluated 

through two online surveys, one at the beginning of the project and one at the end, in addition to a mid-

point deeper insights focus-group discussion online. 

Figure 1 illustrates the high-level activities that were undertaken in the process of the Appliance-Level 

Load Disaggregation program.  

  

                                                             

 

10 The project team defined a list of 14 end uses for the vendors to identify (see Table 1).  
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Figure 1: Diagram of Appliance-Level Load Disaggregation Key Program Activities 

 

2.3 Project Tasks, Milestones and Deliverables 

There were five major tasks associated with this project: 

1. Establish test bed homes: This task established six test bed homes that had monitoring systems 

installed to measure actual one-minute interval use data at the end use devices. The identities 

of the test bed homes were unknown to the vendors, and their one-minute data was embedded 

in the regular feeds of total electric usage from the approximately 500 sample homes. This 

created a blind test to avoid human intervention or evaluation of appliance usage patterns 

without the need for an algorithm. The actual monitoring data collected from the six test bed 

homes by the Evaluation Consultant were compared to the vendors’ disaggregation results.  

2. Provide one-minute interval data to vendors: This task required reconfiguring the 

SmartMetersTM of the project homes and configuring backend processes to collect and store one-

minute interval electric data to be transferred to the three vendors. 

3. Disaggregate data using commercially available software: For a subset of the homes, this task 

tested the abilities of three vendors to successfully disaggregate electric use data for each of the 

sample homes into the PG&E categorized end uses. This disaggregated information was 

submitted to the Evaluation Consultant via an Application Program Interface (API). 
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4. Evaluate the accuracy of the disaggregation results: For this task, the Evaluation Consultant 

compared the vendor’s disaggregation estimates (calculated using the one-minute interval data 

from the SmartMeter™ platform) to the actual measured data collected by the end use monitors 

in the six test bed homes. The vendors’ accuracy was evaluated using a number of comparison 

and assessment metrics. 

5. Gather and evaluate feedback from project participants: A subset of the sample homes was 

provided access to the vendors’ websites and encouraged to review the disaggregation 

estimates for their homes. This group was offered the opportunity to participate in a series of 

two online surveys and an online focus group to provide feedback about the vendors’ reporting 

services and the overall usefulness of the disaggregation data. 

The project had four major milestones: 

1. Collection of data from test bed homes: This milestone included the selection of the test bed 

homes, the installation of the end use monitoring system, the collection and transmission of 

monitoring data from the homes to a reporting format accessible to the Evaluation Consultant , 

and the provision of the one-minute interval data to the Evaluation Consultant. The Evaluation 

Consultant compared the meter data for the six test bed homes to the monitoring data they 

collected for verification purposes. The collected meter data was provided in the Evaluation 

Consultant’s report titled, “PG&E’s End Use Monitoring Test Bed,” dated May 21, 2015. A copy 

of this report is in Appendix A. 

2. Disaggregation of data using commercial software: The deliverables for this milestone included 

the monthly disaggregation results for approximately 500 homes. The results were provided to 

the Evaluation Consultant and customers via the online reporting platforms offered by the two 

disaggregation vendors. 

3. Evaluation of disaggregation results against test bed homes: This milestone included the 

completion of monthly comparisons of the test bed end use energy data with the vendors’ 

disaggregated results. This was delivered in the Evaluation Consultant’s report titled, “PG&E’s 

End Use Monitoring Test Bed,” dated May 21, 2015 (see Appendix A). 

4. Evaluation of feedback from customer project participants11: This milestone included the 
completion of two online surveys and a series of online focus groups to gather feedback on the 
participants’ experiences with the vendors’ disaggregation reporting tools, including the value of 
the usage information provided. The deliverables were three reports provided by an external 
surveying vendor: (1) “EPIC Appliance Disaggregation Demonstration Phase 2, Report on the 
Initial Survey”, dated January 26, 2015 (Appendix B); (2) “EPIC Appliance Disaggregation 
Demonstration Phase 2, Report on the Qualitative Research”, dated February 19, 2015 
(Appendix C); and (3) “EPIC Appliance Disaggregation Demonstration Phase 2, Report on the 
Final Survey”, dated June 10, 2015 (Appendix D).   

                                                             

 

11 Because the project was small and the program only ran for a brief period, it was not possible to conduct a formal, robust 
evaluation of the behavior change and energy reduction that potentially could have been realized. 
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3. Project Results and Key Findings 

3.1  Technical Findings 

3.1.1 Development of End Use Categories 

During the project timeline, no industry standards defining end uses existed; each of the three 

disaggregation vendors had their own end use definitions. For the first phase of the project, PG&E and 

the Evaluation Consultant developed their own standard to categorize end uses and required the 

vendors to estimate usage against this standard. Table 1 shows the 14 disaggregation end uses defined 

for this project. 

Table 1: Disaggregation and Detailed End Uses Defined by PG&E12 

Category 
# 

Category Name 

1 

Space heater 

 Room space heater 

Central space heater 

2 

Air conditioner 

 Room air conditioner 

Central air conditioner 

3 Domestic water heater 

4 Pool / spa heater 

5 Light 

6 Refrigerator / Freezer 

7 Cooker 

8 Clothes dryer 

9 Clothes washer 

10 Dish washer 

11 Electric vehicle 

12 Spa / pool pump 

13 Other pump 

14 

Other 

 Audio / visual system 

Television 

Set-top box / DVR 

Game console 

Computer / accessory 

Other 

                                                             

 

12
 Detailed end uses under a specific category are presented in italics. 
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3.1.2 Definition of the Data Collection Protocol 

The project was designed to meet the three objectives (see Section 2.1.1), which required a high degree 

of confidence in the quality of the data collected. The data was collected from PG&E’s existing 

SmartMeter™ platform by PG&E’s AMI network provider between November 1, 2014 and April 15, 2015 

and made available to the three vendors via an API. 

3.1.3 Selection of Test Bed Homes 

The Evaluation Consultant assisted PG&E in the selection of six test bed homes. These six test bed 

homes were selected from a group of 37 recruited homes13 that had PG&E electric and gas service. A 

number of the test bed candidate homes were initially rejected because they had safety, monitoring, or 

other issues impacting eligibility, such as: 

 Installed solar photovoltaic (PV); 

 Combined space and water heating; and 

 Home remodeling plans. 

After the initial screening, nine finalists were asked to send in photos of their homes’ electric panels and 

other information. The Evaluation Consultant and its sub-contractors completed device/circuit 

inventories for the nine homes, selecting the final six test-bed homes based on a variety of technical and 

cost factors. The selection of the final test bed homes emphasized including as many different and 

duplicated appliances (e.g., multiple refrigerators) in the test bed as possible. 

Upon selecting the final six test bed homes, the Evaluation Consultant and its sub-contractors installed 

monitoring systems in each home. The monitoring system collected: (1) total energy use at one-minute 

intervals and (2) one-minute interval electricity use for each of the individual electric devices and 

appliances needed to disaggregate electric end uses (Table 1) and (Table 3) gas end use at one-minute 

intervals.14 The overall system consisted of: 

 The installation of an additional electrical box adjacent to the circuit/fuse box in which the 

overall monitoring equipment was installed. This included installations of current transformers 

(CTs) on the mains in the primary breaker panel (to collect total energy usage at one-minute 

intervals); 

 Power monitoring of each circuit in the primary breaker panel (including feeds into subpanels, 

as needed) and installations of plug load energy monitors on individual electric devices, as 

needed (to collect electric end use at one-minute intervals); and 

                                                             

 

13 These 37 homes were not part of the initial approximately 500 volunteer homes. Instead, they were separately recruited and 
then added to the group of electric meter data access participants when the test launched.  

14 The Evaluation Consultant and their sub-contractors collected gas usage data for the six test bed homes; however, there 
were no vendors offering disaggregation products for gas usage at the time of the study. To reiterate, the collection and use of 
gas data was not funded by EPIC. 
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 Installation of gas meters on individual appliances (to collect gas end use at one-minute 

intervals). 

The monitoring systems collected approximately 100 separate installation measurements for each test 

bed home. The Evaluation Consultant used wireless networks connected to multi-protocol controllers to 

upload data to a web portal every minute via a cellular connection. The data was then transferred to a 

permanent data storage system every day. All of the end use data was collected for a full year from the 

period of November 1, 2014 through October 31, 2015. After that, four of the homeowners took the 

option to take possession of the monitoring equipment. The Evaluation Consultant removed the 

equipment in the other two homes. The year’s collection of gas and electric monitoring data will be 

available for use in other potential applications or to help disaggregation vendors further develop and 

refine their algorithms.  

3.1.4 Verification of the Data Collected 

To meet the objectives of the project, it was necessary to obtain energy usage data from the 

SmartMeter™ platform in one-minute intervals. To achieve this, PG&E’s AMI Network provider 

reconfigured the SmartMetersTM for approximately 500 sample homes. The sample homes included:  

 370 randomly selected high usage homes throughout PG&E’s service territory;  

 131 homes recruited through PG&E’s network of employees, vendors, and contractors, 

representing a variety of home sizes, energy usage profiles, and appliance types; and 

 Six test bed homes that were monitored to measure actual minute-level energy usage of the 

PG&E categorized end uses within the home. 

The 131 homes (recruited through PG&E’s network of employees, vendors, and contractors) were 

assigned to websites hosted by two vendors so that participants could track their appliance level costs 

and usage. The third vendor did not participate in the website portion of the project because it did not 

have a web-based application at the time of the project. 

The Evaluation Consultant also performed regular verification testing for abnormally high values, 

missing values, repeated values, and check-sums. Any verification problems identified were resolved by 

contacting PG&E’s AMI network provider. The Evaluation Consultant compared the sum of measured 

hourly end use (kWh) to the provided meter total. Any measured hourly values with a variance greater 

than 10% from the available meter data were not included in the accuracy comparisons for that month’s 

reporting period. Sixty-nine percent of the measured end use data fell within the threshold of allowing 

reliable comparisons of disaggregation estimates. 

3.1.5 Evaluation of Vendor Accuracy 

Each vendor used the one-minute interval data and its proprietary disaggregation algorithm to identify 

end uses in each home and the energy consumed by each end use device on an hourly basis. First, 

vendors were given a month long calibration period in November 2014 to test and improve their 

algorithms. Concurrently, the vendors, PG&E’s AMI Network vendor, and the Evaluation Consultant also 

tested their processes for data collection and submission. 
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The disaggregation vendor evaluation started in December 2014. At the end of each month in the test 

period (December 1, 2014–April 15, 2015), each vendor submitted estimates of hourly usage for all end 

use categories for each home in the sample. The Evaluation Consultant processed the vendor’s 

estimates for the six unidentified test bed homes within the sample and compiled a comparison report 

that was reviewed by the PG&E project management team. Because of the learning period described 

above, the November disaggregation results were not used for the evaluation. The disaggregation 

vendors were subject to this blind test for a period of six months. 

The Evaluation Consultant’s monthly summary report contained each vendor’s performance against the 

accuracy metrics and its performance compared to the remaining two vendors. Figure 2 shows a 

comparison of the average measured electricity usage for each end use in the six test bed homes versus 

the average estimates from each vendor’s disaggregation software over the entire test period. 

Overall, none of the vendors were able to identify all 14 PG&E end use categories, though each 

demonstrated different identification capabilities and strengths. Other notable results from the proof of 

concept test shown in Figure 2 are the following: 

 

 All vendors were able to correctly identify the presence of the refrigerator/freezer end use. 

However Vendor C’s estimates were most consistently accurate, relative to the actual measured 

usage. 

 Vendor A incorrectly identified the presence of both a water heater and pool/spa heater at five 

of the six test bed homes. If it correctly identified their presence, the estimated usage was much 

larger than the measured value. 

 None of the vendors identified the presence of the “other pump” that was present at one of the 

six test bed homes;  

 Only Vendor A correctly identified the presence of the dishwasher in all of the homes. However, 

the estimated usage was much smaller than the actual measured usage for four of the six 

homes. 

 Vendor B was unable to identify lighting end uses at any of the test bed homes. 

 Vendor C’s estimates most closely matched the actual measured usage at all of the test bed 

homes. 

 Vendor A was the only vendor to correctly identify all three instances of an electric vehicle 

(Vendors B and C were able to identify one of the three), and its usage estimates were close to 

the actual measured usage, except for one home where Vendors B and C estimated usage more 

accurately. 

 Vendor A correctly identified the three instances of air conditioning. However, two of the three 

estimates were much lower than actual measured usage, and it misidentified air conditioning 

signals at the other three homes.  

 Vendor B correctly identified two of the three instances of air conditioning, but its estimates 

were the most accurate relative to actual measured usage. Vendor C correctly identified one 

instance of air conditioning usage, but its estimate was much larger than the actual measured 

usage while it misidentified air conditioning signals at two additional homes. 
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Figure 2: Measured vs. Disaggregation Estimate Results by Site for December 1, 2014 – April 15, 2015 
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The three vendors were evaluated based on their ability to estimate energy consumption across the 14 

end uses defined by PG&E (Table 1). The vendors were initially evaluated on the following metrics: 

1. Number of best accuracy rankings (i.e., the number of end uses in which the vendor had the 

highest accuracy rating); 

2. Number of measured uses that were not reported for any site (i.e., the number of end uses the 

vendor’s algorithm failed to report); and 

3. Number of site usage reported when no measured usage (i.e., the number of false readings 

generated or false positives).15 

Table 2 summarizes the average scores of each vendor over the test period prior to the vendors’ 

knowledge of any information from the six test bed homes.  

Table 2: Energy Disaggregation Vendor Scores from December 1, 2014 to March 2015 

 

1. Number of best 
accuracy rankings – score 

out of 14 

2. Number of measured 
uses that were not 

reported for any site (of 
14 – lower # is better) 

3. Number of site usage 
reported when no 

measured usage (max 84 
– lower # is better) 

Vendor A 3 1 17 

Vendor B 6 0 1 

Vendor C 5 5 3 
 

   Key:    
Best Performance    
Worst Performance    

 

Overall, none of the vendors were able to identify all 14 PG&E end use categories, though each 

demonstrated different identification capabilities and strengths. Vendor A achieved fewer best accuracy 

rankings and generated the most false positives. Vendor B neither missed any end uses nor falsely 

identified any end uses that were not present. Vendor C achieved the best accuracy ranking for the most 

number of end uses (6 out of 14) it identified, but failed to identify the most end uses that were actually 

present in the household (5 out of 14). 

After data collection in March was complete, the vendors were given the identities of the six test bed 

homes and access to the appliance surveys completed by the Evaluation Consultant. The detailed data 

included a list of all end use appliances being monitored in that particular house. The vendors used the 

data to re-calibrate their usage estimates for the month. Table 3 shows how each vendor scored against 

the four initial metrics after recalculating usage estimates using information from the six test bed 

homes.  

                                                             

 

15
 E.g., a vendor that reported five additional end uses that weren’t actually in the house would receive a score of 5 for this 

category 
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Table 3: Energy Disaggregation Scores for March 2015—Post Data Release 

 

1. Number of best 
accuracy rankings – 

score out of 14 

2. Number of measured 
uses that were not 

reported for any site (of 
14 – lower # is better) 

3. Number of site usage 
reported when no 

measured usage (max 
84 – lower # is better) 

Vendor A 3 2 17 

Vendor B 5 4 1 

Vendor C 4 6 3 

    
Key:    
Best performance 

 Worst Performance  

 

Figure 3 visualizes the results after the March re-run, when the vendors were provided the appliance 

and residential profiles of the test-bed homes. 

Figure 3: March 2015 Post-Data Release of Disaggregation Results with Appliance Survey Data 

 

Having the complete information on the appliances and residential profiles of each of the six test bed 

homes did not enable any of the vendors to identify all 14 end uses of interest. However, Vendors A and 

C made improvements from their initial estimates for March. Vendor A generated one less false positive 

(score of 16 from 17 after the data release) and achieved best accuracy in one additional end use 

category. Vendor C also improved regarding false positives and generated none after the data release. 

Vendor B added more appliances to its disaggregation algorithm, resulting in Vendor B identifying more 
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appliances than it did previously. Despite the inclusion of actual appliance and residential profile 

information, the estimates were still inaccurate.  

In addition to assessing overall disaggregation performance across all 14 end uses, each vendor’s 

accuracy for the top five defined energy end uses16 was evaluated (from largest to smallest). The top five 

end use categories represent just over 50% of all measured electricity use for the test period.  

Additionally, the vendors’ disaggregation estimates were compared by site (i.e., by test bed home). 

Vendor performance was assessed by comparing the percent difference between the vendor’s estimate 

of end use (kWh) and the measured kWh. Table 4 shows the results of this percent difference 

comparison for all end uses of interest by site.17  

Table 4: Percent (%) difference of vendor estimated kWh and measured kWh by site 

Site Vendor A  Vendor B  Vendor C  

13 -34% 14% -365% 

21 1% -219% -110% 

27 -1% -25% -79% 

32 15% -34% -50% 

40 -1957% -4080% -12861% 

45 -626% -381% -298% 

Average of Rankings 1.5 2.0 2.5 

3.1.6 Evaluation of Participant Feedback on Disaggregation Reporting 

Phase II of the project sought to evaluate the customer experience with the disaggregation products and 

reporting services: 

 What customers experienced: Perceptions regarding disaggregated consumption data, what it 

was like for them 

 What customers did: Accessing online data displays via the vendor’s website, actions taken in 

response to that, including the disaggregated cost and usage data 

 What customers thought and felt about the project: Satisfaction with the technology, software, 

data, and overall program 

The 131 residential participants in this phase were assigned to one of the two vendors with a reporting 

website. Of the 131 customers recruited, 50 participated in the survey. The survey was completed by 29 

participants assigned to Vendor A and 21 participants assigned to Vendor B. Participants also assessed 

                                                             

 

16
 The largest end use category (by magnitude) was “Other”, which encompasses any energy end use not otherwise defined. 

“Other” accounted for approximately 37% of total energy consumption, but was highly varied across the test bed homes and 
was therefore not viable to assess across the three vendors. Therefore, the top five end uses that were evaluated included: 
lighting, refrigerator/freezer, electric vehicle, spa/pool, pump, and clothes dryer 
17

 The percent differences for all end uses calculated by a vendor were averaged together to give an approximate measure of 
accuracy by site.  
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their preference for the PG&E My Account web portal relative to their assigned vendor. An external 

vendor was contracted to conduct a three-part customer evaluation, which included: 

 Part 1: An initial online survey of participants conducted shortly after the initiation of the 

customer acquisition to assess the ease of enrollment; 

 Part 2: A qualitative evaluation18 of participants’ mid-project attitudes and experiences 

conducted through a series of online focus groups; and 

 Part 3: A final survey of participants conducted at the conclusion of Phase 2 (Spring 2015) to 

assess customer receptivity of the disaggregation results. 

The two vendors who had web-based applications did not make any changes to their normal websites. 

This means that the appliances requested for the disaggregation reporting in the Proof of Concept test 

did not match the appliances reported on the two vendors’ websites and there were fewer appliances 

presented through the vendors’ current web offerings. Customers preferred to view costs for more 

appliances. 

The surveys focused on testing customers’ responses to the concept of reporting services at an end use 

level. The surveys did not focus on testing user interface of reporting websites. 

Initial Online Survey Results 

The initial online survey found that customers had an overall positive experience with both vendors’ 

disaggregation reporting tools. Vendor A was rated more favorably on all evaluated attributes (e.g., 

visual appeal, ease of understanding energy usage, etc.). A list of the attributes evaluated by the 

external vendor can be found in Appendix B. Additional results from the initial online survey includes the 

following: 

 65% of participants logged on less than once per week since joining the program; 

 Four out of ten project participants (39%) rated the disaggregated energy use detection as 

accurate and three quarters of participants (78%) believed that usage of some devices were not 

being accurately detected;19 

 During their last log-in, the majority of participants spent 1-5 minutes on their disaggregation 

websites; 

 Overall, project participants would prefer to be provided with both energy usage and energy 

cost data for appliances being detected by the disaggregation technology; 

                                                             

 

18 Because there were only 50 participants in the project and the program only ran for a brief period, it was not possible to 
conduct a formal, robust evaluation of the behavior change and energy reduction that could have been realized. 

19 Most commonly, participants cited their pool/spa pump, clothes washer, 2nd refrigerator/freezer, and/or microwave as being 
inaccurately reported. 
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 At this early stage in the project, virtually none have changed their household’s energy usage; 

and 

 The majority of project participants were also enrolled in PG&E’s My Account. Participants were 

approximately evenly split in their preference for MyAccount versus their disaggregation 

website (53% to 47%). 

Qualitative Evaluation (Focus Group) Results 

In the second part of the customer project evaluation, four online focus groups were conducted using 

the vendor’s proprietary (IQ)2 platform (Appendix C). There were a total of eight participants from the 

Vendor A group and nine participants from the Vendor B group.20 The qualitative evaluation showed 

that participants preferred Vendor A’s interface due to its uncluttered and more sophisticated design. 

Overall, both vendors’ websites had minimal impact on participants’ energy usage and behavior up to 

the date of the focus groups. Similar to the initial survey respondents, focus group participants were 

disappointed with the quality of appliance disaggregation by both vendors due to the following reasons:  

 Poor disaggregation by appliance to date (e.g., too much of a participant’s cost/usage remaining 

in the “Always On” and/or “Learning” statuses);  

 Questionable accuracy of usage detected by appliance or within end use categories; lack of real-

time or close to real-time data; questionable validity of comparative usage and efficiency data 

(e.g., for similar homes or by zip code); and/or 

 Lack of behavioral tips perceived to be insightful, valuable, or useful (e.g., participants expected 

to see how their appliance usage compares to those with similar appliances).  

Additional results from the four-part focus group evaluation include the following: 

 Curiosity regarding the technology/relative cost or usage of appliances and/or desire to reduce 

electric bills were the primary reasons why participants joined the project;  

 Group participants’ initial expectations for what their portal would offer included accurate 

disaggregation (at least into 5 or more separate “buckets” containing appliances with the 

highest draw), real time data, and energy saving tips;  

 While billing cycle or monthly data was most useful to detect and track overall trends, 

participants also wanted daily, hourly, or even more granular usage data; and 

 Most participants only occasionally visited their vendor’s website to check usage or costs. 

Others who checked the site more frequently did so to see either if it was working better (e.g., 

"learning") or when they have specific concerns about energy usage.  

 

                                                             

 

20
 Given the small sample size and the qualitative nature of the focus groups, results should be used to provide context for 

general attitudes, but should not be generalized to the wider population.  
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Final Online Survey Results 

For the final survey, all project participants were contacted via email (Appendix D). A total of 42 

customers completed the final survey with 23 participants from the Vendor A group and 19 participants 

from the Vendor B group. Similar to the results from the previous surveys, participants had a general 

lack of enthusiasm for both vendors’ disaggregation reporting services. This was driven by perceived 

failure of the technology to either accurately detect appliances and/or provide granular, near-real time 

data. While the number of participants who claimed that their appliances were being detected 

inaccurately remained about the same, participants in the final survey felt more of their appliances were 

not being detected accurately. Overall, about 40% of participants were dissatisfied with the information, 

data, and value provided by their respective disaggregation website. Because this was a proof of 

concept, usage data was only refreshed once per day. However, customer feedback indicated they were 

expecting near real-time data on their appliance usage. Additionally, customers were expecting the 

performance of the disaggregation to improve over time. However, after an initial period, the algorithms 

no longer “learned,” so results remained at the same level of granularity. Other notable results from the 

final survey include the following: 

 There was marginal growth in the proportion of project participants reporting change in 

behavior based on their website data, but the majority continued to report no behavioral 

change. This may have been due to the short duration of the project;  

 Customer expectations were higher at the end of the project period because they expected the 

disaggregation algorithms to continue learning in order to report their home energy usage more 

accurately over time. Therefore, while the number of participants who claim their appliances 

were being detected inaccurately remains about the same in the mid-survey compared to the 

final survey, the final survey participants felt like more of their appliances were not being 

detected accurately; 

 The relatively few project participants reporting behavior change reduced usage of at least some 

electric appliances21;  

 At the end of the project, the perceived inaccuracy and lack of need were the most often cited 

reasons not to change appliance usage. Participants felt that they did not need to reduce usage 

or felt that data updates were too infrequent; 

 While one out of five users reported that Vendor B added new appliances to their dashboards 

and one-third of Vendor B participants felt that reporting became more accurate over time, 

users reported that Vendor A rarely detected and added new appliances or was seen as 

becoming more accurate;  

                                                             

 

21 With only a few exceptions, the same changes were reported in the initial survey, suggesting either a Hawthorne 

effect (changing behavior because one is observed) or that simply joining the project and getting the dashboard 

prompted most changes. 
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 Most participants would be willing to complete a 40 question profile if that would improve 

accuracy/detection; 

 In the final survey, there was significantly more focus on using the disaggregation website to 

check cost breakdown by appliance rather than checking usage;  

 Frequency of visits and time spent on website declined over the course of the project. The vast 

majority logged on less than once a week at the project's end and there were significantly more 

participants in the “just glancing at it” category compared to the initial survey responses; and 

 More participants prefer the My Account website to a disaggregation portal. 

The final survey also indicated that participants remained open to an appliance-level load disaggregation 

reporting website. Additionally, a survey consultant inferred participants’ interests in features such as 

monthly comparisons, remote-appliance turn-off, and push alerts as being “nice-to-haves” rather than 

“must-haves”. The overall surveys and customer evaluations indicated that participants valued clear, 

easy-to-find, and accurate electricity usage and cost data for all major appliances and systems (ideally at 

an hourly level and refreshed daily, if not more often).  

4. Key Findings and Recommendations 

The results from both phases of the project demonstrate that there are many opportunities for 

knowledge sharing and further collaboration. This section highlights the key findings and 

recommendations for future actions. 

Key Finding #1: Even with additional appliance and residential profile data, vendors were still unable to 

accurately identify all end uses of interest. 

 Recommendation: Do not proceed at full scale until load disaggregation technology is further 

researched and refined. 

Key finding #2: While none of the three vendors tested were able to identify all the end uses defined by 

PG&E, each demonstrated strengths that could be leveraged under different scenarios and applications.  

 Recommendation: Work with vendors on their strengths and evaluate possibility of leveraging 

load disaggregation technologies to target specific PG&E programs. For example, Vendor C 

correctly identified the refrigerator/freezer end uses at all of the six test bed homes, and 

estimated their usage most accurately. Vendor C’s software is most useful in identifying 

customers with second refrigerators and potentially valuable to target customers for PG&E’s 

Appliance Recycling program.  

Key finding #3: The vendors’ algorithms had trouble distinguishing between the signals of some similar 

devices (e.g., HVAC and central space heater where the HVAC unit included a fan for the heater). 

Additionally, the vendors’ algorithms stopped “learning” after a certain period of time. 

 Recommendation: Consider opportunities to create a jointly shared platform to enable 

collaboration among vendors to drive improvements in disaggregation algorithms. 
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 Recommendation: Consider opportunities to create a database of appliance signals and other 

detailed end use data for specific devices (e.g., set-top boxes and game consoles) and use it to 

help the three disaggregation vendors improve their algorithms and products. 

Key finding #4: Despite the lack of use of the vendors’ websites during the customer evaluation, 

participants remained open to appliance-level disaggregation tools and reporting websites.  

 Recommendation: Provide feedback to vendors to help them improve the design and usability 

of their disaggregation algorithms.  

 Recommendation: Potentially explore opportunities to develop educational and outreach 

programs to better engage customers.  

4.1 Technology-based Lessons Learned  

The primary issues this project faced included the monitoring systems installed by the evaluator and the 

meter configuration requirements to meet PG&E’s protocols.  

Additionally, there were some technical challenges with collecting one-minute interval data, such as 

data storage capacity. This report did not assess the impact of collecting one-minute interval data. EPIC 

Project 14, however, evaluated the available capacity of the current network, confirmed that available 

capacity currently exists and developed a method for assessing the impact of new use cases. If the 

project were to go to full deployment, a full impact assessment of the one-minute interval data should 

be executed, in alignment with the methodology that was developed in Project 14.  

The following summarizes the technology-based issues the project faced and the key lessons learned. 

4.1.1 Meter Configuration Did Not Meet PG&E’s Protocols 

Description of the issue: Initial SmartMeterTM configurations provided by AMI meter vendor did not 

meet PG&E’s deployment protocols. 

Impact to the project: Because the vendor’s SmartMeterTM configurations were neither production 

ready nor tested by PG&E, additional time and resources were needed to obtain and test the data to 

ensure the configuration change used by the disaggregation project would not adversely affect other 

meters that were not participating in the project.  

Lessons learned: Determine the pre-existing configuration conditions with the vendor and provide 

configuration requirements to identify and proactively address any sensitivities and potential barriers or 

issues to meter configuration set-up. 

4.1.2 Not All End Uses Can Be Accurately Monitored and Measured 

Description of the issue: Not withstanding plug load monitors, there are still some mixed end uses (e.g., 

bathroom fans that are also light fixtures) and migratory loads (e.g., space heaters) that are difficult to 

accurately measure and disaggregate. It is also challenging to trace all loads to each circuit, and some 

loads are so small that one-minute data is lumpy due to the resolution of sensors. 
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Impact to the project: This finding not only resulted in the inability to fully measure and disaggregate 

loads on home circuits with mixed end uses, but also resulted in customer dissatisfaction with the 

feedback information provided.  

Lessons learned: 

 It is not currently practical to monitor all end uses, even though consumers would like to know their 

usage data;  

 For small, discretionary loads, utilities may consider making appliance costs available to customers 

so they can understand their costs relative to their usage, which does not require specific load 

disaggregation; and 

 It is important to establish customer expectations of level of disaggregation that can be provided. 

4.2 Value Proposition 

The purpose of EPIC funding is to support investments in technology demonstration and deployment 

projects that benefit the electricity ratepayers of PG&E, SDG&E, and SCE. The California Public Utilities 

Commission (CPUC) requires that each EPIC project advance at least one mandatory guiding principle 

and at least one complementary guiding principle.  

4.2.1 Mandatory Guiding Principles of EPIC 

The mandatory guiding principle of EPIC is to invest in clean energy technologies and approaches that 

provide benefits to electricity ratepayers by promoting greater reliability, lower costs, and increased 

safety. The Residential Appliance-Level Load Disaggregation project advances the principle of lowering 

costs. Upon the improvement of the load disaggregation capabilities, customers will be able to more 

effectively manage their usage and ultimately, lower their electricity costs by understanding the 

underlying drivers of their electricity usage. Additionally, the learnings from disaggregated billing can be 

used to inform program and product designs for energy efficiency, demand response, and other 

programs, which may produce lower costs to customers.  

4.2.2 Secondary Principles of EPIC 

EPIC also has a set of complementary secondary principles that include:  

 Societal benefits;  

 Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions reduction and adaptation in the electricity sector at the lowest 

possible cost;  

 The loading order;  

 Low-emission vehicles/transmission; 

 Economic development; and 

 Efficient use of ratepayer funds. 
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The Residential Appliance-Level Load Disaggregation project advances several of the secondary 

principles. First, the project produces societal benefits because load disaggregation and itemized billing 

better engage customers in energy use management. In making energy costs more understandable (e.g., 

“It takes me $[x] to run my dish washer each month.”), customers are more likely to participate in other 

energy management programs.  

Secondly, the project promotes the efficient use of ratepayer funds because the project uses data 

enabled by PG&E’s SmartMeter™ platform to support the ability for customers to lower their energy 

costs. Additionally, the collection of one-minute SmartMeterTM data from 500 customer homes provides 

PG&E with a dataset to create a replicable framework to evaluate the improvements made to appliance-

level load disaggregation technology in the future. The project also promotes an efficient use of rate payer 

funds by determining that the load disaggregation technology is not currently viable for full deployment, 

since none of the disaggregators were able to consistently identify all the end uses.  

Finally, the project advances the principle regarding loading order because customers can reduce their 

energy consumption by using the disaggregation information to better understand and manage their usage.  

4.2.3 Technology /Knowledge Transfer Plan  

A primary benefit of the EPIC program is the technology and knowledge sharing that occurs within 

PG&E, across the other IOUs, the CEC, and throughout the broader energy industry. In order to facilitate 

this knowledge sharing, PG&E will share the results of the Appliance-Level Load Disaggregation project 

in EPIC workshops with other utilities and industry vendors, in industry forums, such as the American 

Council for an Energy Efficient Economy (ACEEE), through public reports published on the PG&E website 

and various internal forums. Specifically, below is a list of the specific information sharing forums where 

the results and lessons learned from this EPIC project were presented or plan to be presented: 

 Non-Intrusive Load Monitoring (NILM) International Workshop  

Vancouver, Canada | May 14-15, 2016  

 American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE) Summer Study  

Asilomar, CA | August 21-26, 2016 

Additionally, PG&E will continue to explore potential opportunities to develop and engage in platforms 

for access to disaggregation information and results from this project.  

4.2.4 Data Access 

Upon request, PG&E will provide access to data collected that is consistent with the CPUC's data access 

requirements for EPIC data and results. 
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4.2.5 Project Metrics 

The following metrics were identified for this project and included in PG&E’s EPIC Annual Report.22 

These metrics are forward looking, given the proof of concept nature of this EPIC project. Once the 

disaggregation vendors improve their algorithms based on feedback from this project, this type of 

project could potentially benefit customers by helping manage avoided customer energy use and 

customer bills.  

1f – Avoided customer energy use  

The availability of disaggregated billing would provide consumers with information to manage 

energy use in two ways. First, it would provide information about level of use, which in turn 

could encourage the consumer to reduce its usage.  

Secondly, the usage data could provide support for consumers to upgrade their appliances to 

ones that are more efficient. This would be more apparent if utilities provided typical usage and 

cost data for end use devices.  

1h – Customer bill savings (dollars saved) 

Disaggregated billing would provide customers information about actual cost for their appliance 

usage, which in turn could encourage the consumer to reduce its usage. This information would 

provide more actionable recommendations if the consumer was on a time-of-use rate. 

Additionally, the usage data and associated costs could provide support for consumers to 

upgrade their appliances to ones that are more efficient and less costly to operate. The benefits 

of upgrading to efficient appliances would be more evident if average usage and cost data were 

provided. 

5. Conclusion 

The project successfully achieved the three primary objectives:  

1. Demonstrated commercial analytic capabilities to achieve end use load disaggregation using 

data captured by PG&E’s SmartMeter™ platform; 

2. Evaluated the accuracy of commercial disaggregation software and compared vendors’ abilities 

to demonstrate appliance-level itemization of monthly bill charges using SmartMeter™ data as 

the inputs; and 

3. Gathered insights from customers regarding end use bill presentation and the value of 

disaggregated data. These insights would be used to develop a strategy for deploying appliance-

level billing. 

                                                             

 

22 http://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/about/environment/pge/epic/EPIC_2014_Annual_Report_PGE_20150227.pdf 
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This project demonstrated that PG&E’s SmartMeterTM platform could be modified or reconfigured to 

provide data in one-minute intervals to allow some level of disaggregation of demand data.  

The accuracy of three commercial disaggregation software products was also evaluated during the 

project. While none of the vendors provided disaggregation services for all of the PG&E categorized end 

uses, each vendor demonstrated strengths in various areas. Since the algorithms are proprietary, the 

project is unable to determine the level of effort or the ability that would be necessary to improve the 

results. There may also be a high marginal cost for improving algorithms to accurately detect certain 

appliances. For example, if an appliance only costs $2 per month to run, it may not be cost effective to 

improve the algorithm to enable detection. Instead, disaggregation vendors and the broader industry 

should focus on improving existing strengths of currently available and promising disaggregation 

software products. The key findings from the project indicate the potential for further research and 

collaboration in this area to improve the value and cost savings delivered to ratepayers.  

The third objective was to obtain insights from customers regarding value of the disaggregated data and 

the presentation of disaggregated results. The online surveys and focus groups provided a wealth of 

information on customer experiences and preconceptions about load disaggregation that may be useful 

for developing of a deployment strategy for appliance-level billing. Overall, project participants 

remained open to appliance-level disaggregation tools, despite the lack of use of the vendors’ reporting 

websites during the project. This suggests there is ample opportunity to further engage customers to 

improve the design of disaggregation tools and reporting services to influence behavioral changes.  

Ultimately, the project execution was successful, and the learnings helps to advance industry 

knowledge. The project determined that the load disaggregation technology is not currently viable for 

full deployment, since none of the load disaggregation vendors were able to consistently identify all the 

customers’ end uses. The project also enabled PG&E and the industry to better understand customer 

perception of load disaggregation information, evaluate current load disaggregation technologies, and 

collect end use device usage that can be used for other disaggregation technology studies. Once load 

disaggregation technology improves, PG&E can better engage with the broader industry to further 

improve customer service and potentially enable future cost savings for ratepayers. 
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3 Background 


• PG&E research has indicated that the majority of customers see itemized billing as a 
valuable potential energy management tool  


• PG&E has initiated an Appliance Level Load Disaggregation demonstration program, 
which is designed to assess and validate disaggregation technology 


• Phase 2 of this program is intended to evaluate the program from the perspective of 
participating customers as well as to determine preferences between two vendors’ 
technological solutions and disaggregation websites: Vendor A versus Vendor B 


• A survey consultant was contracted to conduct a three-part evaluation of this 


demonstration: 


• Part 1:  Initial online survey of participants conducted shortly after initiation of the demonstration program, once 


adequate numbers of study participants have enrolled in the program (this report covers that survey) 


• Part 2:  Qualitative evaluation of participants’ midstream attitudes and experiences through a series of online 


focus groups (to be conducted in late January and possibly early February 2015) 


• Part 3:  A final survey of participants conducted after the end of Phase 2 (to be conducted in Spring 2015) 







4 Objectives 


Obtain both broad and deep feedback from demonstration participants 
across PG&E’s service territory 
• What they experienced: perceptions regarding disaggregated consumption data, what 


it was like for them 


• What they did: accessing online data displays via the vendor’s website, actions taken 
in response to that, including the disaggregated cost and usage data 


• What they think and feel about the program, satisfaction with the technology/software, 
data, overall program 


Evaluate any differences between experiences, behavior and 
satisfaction on the part of participants who were assigned each vendor 
group 


 







5 Methodology 


• The survey consultant conducted fifty online quantitative interviews, with an open 


interview period of December 5th, 2014 to January 5th, 2015  


• The survey consultant recruited demonstration participants from PG&E-provided 


lists of all demonstration participants to date 


• The lists included a total of 131 residential customers as having received updated firmware 


allowing them and PG&E to track energy usage by (major) electric appliances/systems 


• Participants fell into two demonstration segments: those assigned to Vendor A (n=29) or Vendor 


B (n=21) 


• Report conventions 


• Significance testing:  If a number shown for Vendor A participants has “P” next to it, that signifies that the 


percentage (etc.) is significantly higher at the 90% confidence interval than the Vendor B site.  Conversely, a “B” 


next to a Vendor B figure indicates that Vendor B is significantly higher at the 90% confidence interval than 


Vendor A.   


• Throughout the report, base sizes under (n=20) are noted with an asterisk (*) in the footer to indicate a small 


base size. 







6 Caveats 


• While this survey was completed by over one-third of customers enrolled in the 


demonstration and the data have been tested for statistical significance, the total 


sample size and, even more so, sizes of the Vendor A and Vendor B segments are 


only 29 and 21 customers, respectively  


• Such small sample sizes merit caution in interpretation of results and generalization to the total customer base as 


the representativeness of respondents cannot be assured – even more so in the case of this particular 


demonstration project as some participants are known to be PG&E employees and consultants with high-level 


expertise in disaggregation and related topics but, due to confidentiality, could not be identified as such in this 


survey.  


• Prudence should therefore be exercised in generalizing results to PG&E residential customers as a whole as well 


as to all participants within each of the two segments 


• Note: participants were asked by PG&E not to complete the sections of the 


websites asking them to identify which appliances are in their household or 


similar data, and were not queried regarding whether their website detected and 


added specific appliance (an issue that may have affected perceptions of 


accuracy) 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 







8 Executive Summary 


• Participants in the demonstration program report no problems setting up either vendor 


website, although most log in less than once a week 


• Just two-fifths rate their Disaggregation website favorably for accuracy, Vendor A more so 


than Vendor B, and three quarters believe that usage of at least some appliances is not 


being tracked accurately 


• They would prefer to receive both energy cost and usage data on their appliances, with a 


slight tilt toward hourly readings if forced to choose, although an appreciable proportion 


would prefer daily data 


• Virtually no demonstration participants report having changed their home’s energy usage at 


this point in the program 


• At this early stage, participants are evenly split in their preference for My Energy/My 


Account or their disaggregation website  


• Vendor A is rated favorably by a majority of users on all attributes evaluated, Vendor B 


somewhat less so, receiving a significantly lower Average rating 


• Bottom Line: at least half of all participants would recommend the disaggregation program 


and would continue using their disaggregation website after the demonstration ends, more 


of those assigned to Vendor A indicating that they would do so than those with Vendor B 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 







10 Summary of Results 


Participants’ Experiences and Preferences 


• The great majority of participants found it easy to set up either vendor’s account/password 


and have logged into their site (but 65% have done so less than once weekly since joining the 


program) 


• Overall, just four out of ten participants (39%) rate the disaggregated energy use detection as 


accurate and three quarters of participants (78%) believe that usage of some devices is not 


being accurately detected 


• Most commonly, participants cite their pool/spa pump, clothes washer, 2nd refrigerator/freezer, 


and/or microwave as being inaccurately reported 


• The majority of participants spent 1-5 minutes on their disaggregation website the most 


recent time they logged on, most commonly checking their appliances’ energy usage 


• Overall, participants would prefer to be provided with both energy usage and energy cost data 


for appliances being detected by the disaggregation technology 


• Given the choice of a single timeframe, a majority of participants surveyed (53%) would prefer 


to be able to see energy cost and usage for appliances by the hour, although nearly one third 


(29%) would prefer to view data by the day 


• At this point in the demonstration, virtually none have changed their household’s energy 


usage 


• The great majority of participants are also enrolled in My Energy/My Account.  At this 


juncture, if forced to choose, participants are evenly split in their preference for My Energy vs. 


their disaggregation website (53% to 47%) 







11 Evaluation of Disaggregation Websites 


Metric Total 
Vendor 


A 


Vendor 


B 


Vendor A Average 


Rating Significantly 


Higher 


Visual Appeal 53% 58% 47% *  


Ease of understanding energy usage 56% 62% 47% * 


Ease of understanding energy costs 42% 54% 26% * 


Ease of reading/interpreting graphics 49% 61% 31% * 


Organization of website 53% 65% 37% * 


Overall ease of use 47% 61% 26% * 


Satisfaction with performance 38% 50% 21% * 


Satisfaction with the information/data 36% 46% 21% * 


Value provided 39% 46% 26% * 


Likely to continue using after 


demonstration 
49% 58% 37% 


Likely to recommend 49% 58% 37% 


% Rating Website in Top 2 Boxes (4-5 out of 5) 


During this initial period of the demonstration, Vendor A was clearly favored over Vendor B on all attributes tested 
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DETAILED FINDINGS 
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OVERVIEW OF PARTICIPANTS 
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Importance of Home Energy Efficiency 


86% 


8% 


6% 


83% 


7% 


10% 


Total 
Vendor 


A 


91% 


9% 


Vendor 


B 


Q24. Please use the rating scale below to indicate how important is it to you, personally, to know that your home is energy efficient and that you have done all that you can to lower 


your energy costs? Base:  Total Participants (n=50), Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21)  


 


Home Energy Efficiency Importance 


4.3 4.2 4.3 Average: 


Important (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Not Important (1/2) 


Most participants place high importance on knowing their home is energy efficient and doing all they can to lower 


their energy costs 


• No significant difference between Vendor B and Vendor A participants in this respect 
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Appliances/Electrical Systems Used by Participants’ Households 


Q. 1 Which of the following electric appliances have been used by your household in the past 3 months?  


Base : Total Participants (n=50), Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21) 


Appliances Used By Household in Past 3 Months 


0% 


5% 


24% 


14% 


14% 


48% 


67% 


57% 


52% 


67% 


91% 


95% 


100% 


100% 


7% 


3% 


7% 


17% 


38% 


24% 


31% 


41% 


59% 


59% 


86% 


90% 


97% 


100% 


4% 


4% 


14% 


16% 


28% 


34% 


46% 


48% 


56% 


62% 


88% 


92% 


98% 


100% 


Well Pump


Cooling-Wall
Mounted/Portable/WindowA/C


Electric Vehicle


Water Heater-Electric


Heating Electric (Permanent)


Pool/Spa Pump


Cooktop/Stovetop-Electric


Cooling-CentralA/C


2nd Refrigerator/Freezer


Dryer-Electric


Dishwasher


Oven/Microwave-Electric


Clothes Washer


Refrigerator/Freezer


Total Bidgely PlotWatt


Participants’ households tend to use a wide range of electric appliances/systems 


• Vendor B users are more likely than Vendor A users to have an electric stovetop, a pool/spa pump and an electric vehicle. 


Appliances Total Vendor 


A 


Vendor B 


Computers/Monitors/


Routers 


10% 3% 19% 


Entertainment 


Systems 


8% 3% 14% 


Septic/Sump Pump 4% 7% 0% 


Note: although “swamp cooler” was an appliance 


category listed in the questionnaire, no customers 


indicated that they have a swamp cooler 


From “Other Specify” Responses 
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Participants’ Monthly Electric Bill 


Winter Bill 


D10a.  Approximately what was your average electric bill per month during the summer season before you enrolled in this demonstration?  


Base: Vendor A (n=25), Vendor B (n=17*)  


D10b.  Approximately what was your average electric bill per month during the winter season before you enrolled in this demonstration?   


Base: Vendor A (n=24), Vendor B (n=17*) 


8% 


24% 
20% 


8% 
16% 


24% 


12% 


0% 


58% 


12% 
6% 


12% 


$50 and under $51 - $100 $101 - $150 $151 - $200 $201 - $300 Over $300


Vendor A Vendor B


8% 


25% 


17% 17% 


25% 


8% 6% 


41% 


23% 
18% 


6% 6% 


$50 and under $51 - $100 $101 - $150 $151 - $200 $201 - $300 Over $300


Summer Bill 


Vendor A participants tend to have higher monthly Summer electric bills than Vendor B participants (33% Vendor A, 


12% Vendor B estimate $201+) and have higher Winter bills (40% Vendor A, 18% Vendor B estimate $201+) 
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PARTICIPANTS’ EXPERIENCES & 
PREFERENCES 
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Q.2 In your opinion , how easy or difficult was it to set up your account and password for your demonstration website?  


Base: Total Participants (n=50), Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21) 


 Easy 76% 


5 Easy 


4 


3 Neither Easy Nor Difficult 


2 


1 Difficult 


Total Vendor A 


46% 


28% 


14% 


12% 


Vendor B 


Easy 74% 


52% 


24% 


21% 


3% 


38% 


33% 


5% 


24% B 


Easy 71% 


Setting Up Account and Password 


Ease in Setting Up the Account and Password for the Demonstration Website 


The great majority of participants found it easy to set up either vendor’s account/password 


• Significantly more participants, however, found it difficult to set up Vendor B (24%) than Vendor A (3%) 
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Q.3  Since you joined the demonstration, have you personally logged into…?  


Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21) 


Yes 
90% 


 No 10% 


Vendor A 


  Yes 
91% 


No 


9% 


Vendor B 


 


Active Participation to Date 


Customers who Have Personally Logged into the Website 


Of the 50 participants surveyed, 90% had logged into their disaggregation website 
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Frequency of Using Disaggregation Website 


26% 


42% B 


21% 


11% 


0% 


0% 


19% 


8% 


19% 


31% 


15% P 


8% 


23% 


22% 


20% 


22% 


9% 


4% 


Less often than once a month


Once a month


Less often than once a week but more often than once a
month


Once a week


Less often than daily but more than once a week


Once a day or more frequently


Total Vendor A Vendor B


Q6a. On average, how often have you looked at your information on…?  


Base : Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*) 


 


Frequency of Logging On & Looking at the Information 


Two-thirds of participants have logged onto their website less than once per week during the demonstration 


Those enrolled on Vendor B have logged in appreciably less often than those using Vendor A 
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Time Spent on Disaggregation Website 


47% B 


47% 


6% 


23% 


73% P 


4% 


33% 


62% 


5% 


6-30 Minutes


1-5 Minutes


Just Glanced At It (i.e., Less Than One Minute)


Total Vendor A Vendor B


Q6b. How long did you spend on the website the most recent time you logged in to it , that is, how long was it between the time you logged in and the time you logged out?  


Base : Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*) 


Time Spent on their Website by Participants 


The majority of participants spent 1-5 minutes on their disaggregation website the most recent time they logged on 


• Vendor A participants typically reported spending 1-5 minutes on the site, while Vendor B participants were equally divided 


between spending 1-5 minutes and 6-30 minutes on their site 
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What Participants Did When Logged On 


 


  


What Participants Did When on Their Website 
Vendor A 


(n=26) 
Vendor B  


(n=19) 


Check Usage 50% 53% 


Breakdown of Cost to Run Appliances 15% 32% 


Trends/Comparisons 12% 32% 


Billing Information 15% 5% 


Appliance Profile/Set-Up 15% 5% 


Everything/Browse the Site 12% 11% 


Dashboard 8% 11% 


“Always On” Tab 4% 5% 


Just Initial Login 8% 0% 


All Other Comments 31% 32% 


Q.4 What have you looked at or done when you were logged into…?  


Base: Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Half the participants report that they spent their time logged in checking usage of appliances 


• Vendor B participants more often reported looking at appliance usage cost breakdowns, trends and comparisons (e.g., with 


other homes) than did Vendor A participants 


• Vendor A participants more often reported checking billing information and appliance profiles/set up than Vendor B 


participants 
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Q.10 Overall, in your opinion, how accurately does the website track the energy use of your home’s electric appliances? 


Base: Total Participants (n=36), Vendor A (n=20), Vendor B (n=16*) 


 Accurate 


45% 


5 Accurate 


4 


3 Neutral 


2 


1 Not Accurate 


Total Vendor A 


11% 


28% 


31% 


19% 


11% 


Vendor B 


Accurate 


39% 


10% 


35% 


25% 


20% 


10% 


13% 


19% 


38% 


18% 


12% 


Accurate 


32% 


Perceived Accuracy of Energy Usage Detection 


Participants’ Opinions about Accuracy 


Only four out of ten participants rate the disaggregated energy use detection as accurate 


• Vendor A participants appear to rate accuracy higher than Vendor B users, but the difference is not significant at the 


current sample size 
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Electric Appliances Not Being Detected Accurately 


8% 


92% 


32% 


68% 


22% 


78% 


No


Yes


Total Vendor A Vendor B


Q.9a Are there any electric appliances whose energy usage you believe are not being detected accurately through…?  


Base : Total Participants (n=32), Vendor A (n=19*), Vendor B (n=13*) 


Are There Electric Appliances whose Energy Usage Might Not Being 


Detected Accurately? 


Three quarters of participants (78%) believe that usage of some devices is not being accurately detected 


• In this respect, Vendor A was perceived to be significantly more accurate than Vendor B  


B 


P 
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Which Appliances Not Being Detected Accurately 


10% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


4% 


6% 


10% 


10% 


12% 


14% 


14% 


16% 


All Others


Electric Vehicle


Well Pump


Refrigerator/Freezer


Water Heater-Electric


Cookstop/Stovetop-Electric


Cooling-Wall Mounted/Portable/WindowA/C


Heating Electric (Permanent)


Dryer-Electric


Dishwasher


Cooling-CentralA/C


Oven/Microwave-Electric


2nd Refrigerator/Freezer


Clothes Washer


Pool/Spa Pump


Total


Note: a single 


participant = 2% of 


total 


Q. 9b Which of the following electric appliances do you believe are not being detected accurately…?  


Base : Total Participants (n=25) 


Appliances that are Not Being Detected Accurately 


The four appliances most widely suspected of inaccurate detection (by 6-8 participants in total) are: pool/spa pump, 


clothes washer, 2nd refrigerator/freezer, and microwave 


• Sample sizes are too small to fully compare Vendor A with Vendor B at this time 


• Some items falling into the “all other” category were not intended to be detected by the current technology (e.g., lights)  
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16% 


37% 


5% 


42% 


16% 


50% 


15% 


19% 


16% 


44% 


11% 


29% 


All Other Comments


Both About Equally


Energy Costs


Energy Usage


Total Vendor A Vendor B


B 


Q7. Which of the following types of information on Vendor A.com/Vendor B.com do you find most useful? 


Base : Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*) 


Type of Information Participants Would Find Most Useful 


Overall, participants would prefer to be provided with both energy usage and energy cost data for appliances being 


detected by the disaggregation technology 


• Vendor B participants preferred to see energy usage significantly more often (42% vs. 19%) than Vendor A participants, 


half of whom called for both types of information to be provided  


Preferences for Data on Energy Usage vs. Cost 
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Preferred Timeframe For Energy Cost/Usage Data 


26% 


37% 


37% 


12% 


23% 


65% P 


18% 


29% 


53% 


By The Month


By The Day


By The Hour


Total Vendor A Vendor B


Q 8. Which of the following time frames for energy cost and usage would you find most useful to you, personally?  


Base : Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*) 


Timeframe for Energy Cost & Usage Participants Would Find Most Useful 


Given the choice of a single timeframe, a majority of participants surveyed (53%) would prefer to be able to see 


energy cost and usage for appliances by the hour, although nearly one third (29%) would prefer to view data by the 


day 


• Vendor A participants drove this overall finding, with significantly more requesting hourly readings than Vendor B 


participants (65% vs. 37%)  
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Change in Electric Appliance Usage 


Yes 
11% 


No 
89% 


Change in Energy Usage Based on Vendor A Site 
Information 


(n=26) 


Q11. Has your household changed your electric appliances or their usage in any way based on the information provided on Vendor A/Vendor B?  


Base: Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Yes 
10% 


No 
90% 


Change in Energy Usage Based on Vendor B Site 
Information 


(n=19) 


Virtually no participants have yet to change their energy usage based on the disaggregation data they have 
received – however, this initial survey may have been conducted too close to their starting the demonstration to 
expect participants to have changed household usage patterns 


•   
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DEMONSTRTATION METRICS 
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Attribute Ratings: Visual Appeal & Understanding Usage Data 


53% 


33% 


14% 


Good (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Poor (1/2) 


58% 


42% 


Total A 


47% 


21% 


32% 


B 


Q17. Please rate Vendor A/Vendor B on each of the following, using a scale from “Poor” to “Excellent” and any point in between.  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


The Visual Appeal of the Website   
 


56% 


33% 


11% 


62% 


34% 


4% 


Total A 


47% 


32% 


21% 


B 


Ease of Understanding Information on Energy Usage 
 


B 


B 


3.5 3.8 3.2 3.6 3.8 3.2 Average: P P 


Overall, half the Participants rate their website’s visual appeal and ease of understanding energy usage information 


to be good 


• Average ratings on both metrics were significantly higher among Vendor A participants, with more indicating overall 


favorability 


• Vendor B participants rated that website to be poor on both metrics significantly more often 
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Attribute Ratings: Understanding Cost Data and Graphics 


42% 


40% 


18% 


54% 


42% 


4% 


Total A 


26% 


37% 


37% 


B 


Q17. Please rate Vendor A/Vendor B on each of the following, using a scale from “Poor” to “Excellent” and any point in between.  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Ease of Understanding Information on 


Energy Costs  


49% 


47% 


4% 


61% 


39% 


Total A 


31% 


58% 


11% 


B 


Ease of Reading & Interpreting Charts, Tables and 


Other Graphics 


B 


3.3 3.7 2.8 3.6 3.9 3.2 Average: P P 


P 


P 


Vendor A was rated significantly better than Vendor B on both ease of understanding energy costs and on the charts, 


tables, and other graphics 


Good (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Poor (1/2) 
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53% 


38% 


9% 


65% 


35% 


Total A 


37% 


42% 


21% 


B 


Q17. Please rate Vendor A/Vendor B on each of the following, using a scale from “Poor” to “Excellent” and any point in between.  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Organization of the Website  


47% 


44% 


9% 


61% 


39% 


Total A 


26% 


53% 


21% 


B 


Overall Ease of Use of the Website  


B 


3.6 3.8 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.1 Average: P P 


P 
P 


B 


Attribute Ratings: Website Organization and Ease of Use 


Vendor A was rated significantly better than Vendor B on both website organization and ease of use 


• No participants rated Vendor A “poor” on either metric, whereas one in five did so for Vendor B – in fact nearly as many 


rated Vendor B poor on usability (21%) as rated it good on that attribute (21%) 


Good (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Poor (1/2) 
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38% 


42% 


20% 


50% 


46% 


4% 


Total A 


21% 


37% 


42% 


B 


Q17. Please rate Vendor A/Vendor B on each of the following, using a scale from “Poor” to “Excellent” and any point in between.  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Overall Performance of the Site 


P 


3.2 3.6 2.7 Average: P 


P 


Good (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Poor (1/2) 


B 


Attribute Ratings: Overall Performance of Website 


Vendor A was rated significantly superior on overall performance 


• Nearly half the Vendor B participants rated their website poor on overall performance (42%) 
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36% 


33% 


31% 


46% 


39% 


15% 


Total A 


21% 


26% 


53% 


B 


Q19. How satisfied are you overall with the information/data provided on that website?  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)     


 Overall Satisfaction with the Information/Data 


B 


3.0 3.3 2.6 Average: P 


P 


Satisfied (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Not Satisfied (1/2) 


Attribute Ratings: Satisfaction with Information/Data 


Vendor A was also rated significantly more satisfactory on the information/data provided 


• Half the Vendor B participants rated their website poor on this metric (53%), over three times as many who did so for 


Vendor A (15%) 
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38% 


33% 


29% 


46% 


35% 


19% 


Total A 


26% 


32% 


42% 


B 


Q20.  How much value do you feel is provided by Vendor A/Vendor B as a tool for understanding and managing your household’s electricity use?  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)   


Value Provided by the Disaggregation Website 


3.2 3.4 2.8 Average: P 


High Value (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Little Value (1/2) 


Attribute Ratings: Value Provided 


Vendor A was rated as providing significantly more value than the Vendor B website 


• Nearly half the Vendor B participants feels their website provides little value (42%), over twice as many than Vendor A (19%) 


B 
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49% 


24% 


27% 


58% 


23% 


19% 


Total A 


37% 


26% 


37% 


B 


Q21. Assuming you have the option to do so after the end of this demonstration, how likely are you to log into Vendor A/Vendor B and use it after the end of this demonstration?  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Likelihood to Continue Using Disaggregation Website 


3.4 3.7 3.1 Average: 


Likely (4/5) 


Neither Likely nor Unlikely (3) 


Unlikely (1/2) 


Over half the Vendor A participants would continue to use that website (58%), versus about a third of Vendor B 


participants (37%) 


• Equal proportions of Vendor B participants are unlikely to continue using the site as they are likely to do so – about twice the 


proportion as Vendor A participants saying they are unlikely to continue (19%) 


Likelihood to Continue Using Site After End of Demonstration 
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Likelihood to Recommend 


49% 


13% 


38% 


58% 


12% 


30% 


Total A 


37% 


16% 


47% 


B 


Q22.  Assuming you have the option to do so, how likely are you to recommend Vendor A/Vendor B to your friends and relatives as a tool for their own use?  


Base: Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Likelihood to Recommend Disaggregation Website 


3.3 3.5 2.9 Average: 


Over half the Vendor A participants would recommend their website (58%), versus about a third of Vendor B 


participants (37%) 


• More Vendor B participants are unlikely to recommend that site (47%) as are likely to recommend it (37%) 


Likely (4/5) 


Neither Likely nor Unlikely (3) 


Unlikely (1/2) 
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MY ENERGY  
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Enrollment In and Use of My Energy 


Q25a.  In addition to this current demonstration, do you currently have a PG&E “My Energy” or PG&E “My Account” login and password,…? Base: Total Participants (n=50), Vendor 


A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21)  


Q26.  In the past three months, have you logged into “My Energy” or “My Account” on the PG&E website? Base: Total Participants (n=47), Vendor A (n=28), Vendor B (n=19*)  


10% 


90% 


3% 


97% 


6% 


94% 


No


Yes


Total


Vendor A


Vendor B


Have My Energy Account? 


Virtually all participants have My Energy accounts 


• Nine out of ten have logged onto My Energy in the past three months, Vendor A and Vendor B users alike 


10% 


90% 


7% 


93% 


8% 


92% 


No


Yes


Total


Vendor A


Vendor B


Have Logged In, Last Three Months? 
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Reviewing Electricity Usage in My Energy 


Q27. Regardless of how many times you logged into the site, in the past three months, how many times have you actually used My Energy or My Account to review your electricity 


usage, specifically? Base: Total Participants (n=43), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=17*)                                                      *  Small base size 


 


Over half have logged in and reviewed their electricity usage 3 or more times in the past three months 


• Approximately half of those in each segment have done so one to three times in that period (data not shown) 


Never, 5% 


1, 12% 


2, 23% 


3+, 60% 


Logged In and Reviewed Electricity Usage,  Number of Times in Past 
Three Months 
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Preference for My Energy Vs. Disaggregation Website 


PG&E's  
My Energy/ 
My Account, 


53% 


Vendor A/ 


Vendor B, 
47% 


Preferred Tool for Monitoring Energy 


Q28. If you had to choose, which of the following do you feel would be more valuable to you going forward as a way to monitor your household’s energy usage and costs?  


Base: Total Participants (n=34), Vendor A (n=19*), Vendor B (n=15*)   


Based on perceived value, at this point in the demonstration, participants are evenly split in their preference for 


using My Energy or their disaggregation website 


• There is no discernable difference between Vendor B and Vendor A participants on this preference 
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RESPONDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
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Demographics: Age 


Participants’ Age 


D1. Which of the following categories best describes your current age? Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21)  


0% 


10% 


45% 


31% 


10% 
4% 


0% 0% 


19% 
24% 


29% 


19% 


9% 


0% 


18 to 24 25 to 34 35 to 44 45 to 54 55 to 64 65 to 74 75 or older


Vendor A Vendor B


Two thirds of the Participants are aged 35 -54 (66% – 76% of Vendor A participants, 53% of Vendor B participants) 
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Demographics: Gender 


Respondent Gender 


D2. What is your gender? Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21)  


66% 


34% 


76% 


24% 


Male Female


Vendor A Vendor B


Men were disproportionately represented in the sample (70% of total) 
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Demographics: Ethnicity 


Ethnicity 


D3. Which of the following categories best describes your ethnic background? Base: Vendor A (n=28), Vendor B (n=21)  


75% 


4% 4% 
7% 


10% 


71% 


0% 


10% 10% 9% 


White/Caucasian Black/African American Hispanic/Latino Asian/Pacific Islander Mixed-Race/Other


Vendor A Vendor B


The great majority of study participants are Caucasian 
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Demographics: Household Size 


Household Size 


D4. How many people, including yourself, live in your household? Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21)  


3% 


17% 


35% 


21% 


10% 
7% 


3% 
4% 


0% 0% 


33% 
29% 29% 


5% 
0% 0% 0% 


4% 


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9


Vendor A Vendor B


Seven out of ten participants (70%) have households with 2-4 people in them 
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Demographics: Education 


Education 


D5. What is the highest level of education you have completed?  Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21) 


7% 
11% 


3% 


28% 


10% 


41% 


0% 
4% 


0% 


48% 


5% 


43% 


High School Grad Some College Trade/Technical
Grad


College Grad Some Post-Grad Post Grad Degree


Vendor A Vendor B


Study participants are well educated, with a total of 86% having at least a college degree 
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Demographics: Household Income 


Household Income 


D6. Which of the following categories includes your total 2013 annual household income before taxes? Base: Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=20)  


19% 


81% 


5% 


95% 


$75,000 to under $100,000 $100,000 or more


Vendor A Vendor B


The great majority of study participants have household incomes of $100,000 or more 
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Demographics: Own/Rent Home 


Own/Rent Home 


D7. Do you currently own or rent your residence?  Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21) 


D8. How would you describe  the type of home you currently live in? Base: Vendor A Participants (n=29), Vendor B Participants (n=21) 


83% 


17% 


95% 


5% 


Own Rent/Lease


The great majority of study participants own their own versus rent (88% of Total) and live in a single family home 


(84% of Total) 


79% 


14% 


3% 4% 


90% 


5% 5% 0% 


Single Family Home Townhouse/Duplex/Rowhouse Condominium Other


Vendor A Vendor BType of Home 
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Demographics: PG&E Employment 


PG&E Employment 


D9. Just for classification purposes (understanding that your identity will never be shared with PG&E and your answers will only be reported in the aggregate along with those of 


other study participants) which of the following best applies to you? Base: Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21) 


79% 


7% 
14% 


57% 


14% 


29% 


PG&E Employee PG&E Contractor Neither


Vendor A Vendor B


The great majority of participants are either PG&E employees or contractors (80% of Total) 
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3 Background 


• PG&E research has indicated that the majority of customers would view a means 


to understand their energy usage/costs broken out by major appliances as a 


valuable potential energy management tool  


– To help them determine whether to use some appliances less or upgrade to more 


efficient alternatives 


– Implicitly to provide a basis for time-shifting some usage if on a time-of-use plan 


– Also, implicitly, to help them stay within a lower energy usage tier for billing purposes 


• PG&E initiated an Appliance Level Load Disaggregation Project program, in 


which approximately 150 residential customers received updated firmware and 


software allowing them and PG&E to track energy usage by (major) electric 


appliances/systems.  


• This Project was designed to: 


– Test customer response to the disaggregation concept/technology 


– Assess and validate the technology from two different vendors (A and B) 







4 Background 


• The survey consultant was contracted to conduct a three-part evaluation of this 


Project, with the intention of focusing on the dashboards provided by the two 


vendors, Vendor A and Vendor B 


• Part 1:  Initial online survey of participants conducted shortly after initiation of the project 


program, once adequate numbers of study participants have enrolled in the program (conducted 


in December, 2014) 


• Part 2:  Qualitative evaluation of participants’ midstream attitudes and experiences through a 


series of online focus groups (conducted in late January, 2015) 


• Part 3:  A final online survey of participants conducted after the end of the Project. This report 


covers that survey, comparing where appropriate Part 1 (Initial Survey) vs. Part 3 (Final Survey) 


• Based on learnings from Parts 1 and 2 and the PG&E team’s internal information, 


the final survey’s content and focus was modified to explore various issues 


related to the Project as well as to provide an initial assessment of additional 


dashboard (website) designs suggested by customers’ response to the project 


vendors’ web sites 


 







5 Objectives 


• Obtain both broad and deep feedback from Project participants across 


PG&E’s service territory 


• What they experienced: perceptions regarding disaggregated consumption data, 


what it was like for them 


• What they did: accessing online data displays via the vendors’ websites, actions 


taken in response to that, including the disaggregated cost and usage data 


• What they think and feel about the program, satisfaction with the 


technology/software, data, overall program 


• Evaluate any differences between experiences, behavior and 


satisfaction on the part of participants who were assigned to the two 


vendor groups 


• Evaluate alternative design concepts for disaggregation dashboards 


and their data content 







6 Methodology 


• The Survey Consultant conducted this final quantitative survey of participants 


after the Project’s end, from April 8 through May 13, 2015  


• The initial (baseline) survey had been fielded December 5th, 2014 to January 5th, 2015  


• Reached out repeatedly by email to all Project participants on the PG&E-provided 


list, urging them to participate in this Final Survey 


• A total of 42 customers completed the Final Survey: 23 from Vendor A and 19 


from Vendor B 


• Initial Survey : Vendor A participants (n= 29); Vendor B participants (n= 21) 


• Report conventions 


• Significance testing:   


• Letters placed beside any data point indicate that the finding is significantly higher at the 90% confidence 


interval than for the corresponding item identified with that letter on the slide 


• /: next to Final Survey figure indicates the finding is significant higher/ lower at the 90% confidence 


interval compared to Initial Survey 







7 Methodology 


• Caveat: while this survey was completed by over one-third of customers enrolled 


in the Project and the data have been tested for statistical significance, the total 


sample size and, even more so, sizes of two segments are very low for statistical 


purposes, below n=30 for both waves.  


• Such small sample sizes merit caution in interpretation of results and generalization to the total 


customer base as representativeness of respondents cannot be assured – especially for this 


particular Project project as many participants are PG&E employees or consultants, some with 


high-level expertise in disaggregation and related topics, therefore, clearly atypical of residential 


customers in general 


• Major questionnaire changes were made between Initial Survey and Final Survey 


(this phase) 


• Where possible, comparisons were made between Initial Survey and Final Survey. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 







9 Executive Summary 


• As seen throughout the Project evaluation, there was general lack of 


enthusiasm driven by perceived failure of the technology to either 


accurately detect appliances and/ or provide granular, near-real-time 


appliance usage/cost data. 
• That appears to be what participants expected and felt they did not receive from either 


vendor. 


• While the number who claim their appliances are being detected inaccurately remains 


about the same, Final Survey participants feel more of their appliances are not being 


detected accurately. 


• Overall, about 40% of participants are dissatisfied with the information, data and value 


provided by their disaggregation website. 


• The rate of visitation and time spent on the websites have decreased as well; at the end 


of the project program, nearly half visit the vendor sites less than once a month, mostly 


just glancing it over. 


• Vendor A’s dashboard remains the more preferred, favorability levels 


have fallen since the initial survey, lowering overall ratings, 


recommendation and interest in continuing to use one’s disaggregation 


website. 
• Vendor A’s dashboard is preferred both to Vendor B’s dashboard and to the new 


designs explored in this Final Survey. 


• Favorability toward Vendor A declined with time, largely, it appears, due to frustration at 


lack of perceived improvement in accuracy and automatic detection of appliances. 


 







10 Executive Summary 


• Participants remain open to an appliance-level disaggregation website; 


however, more effective disaggregation, timelines and accuracy are keys 


to acceptance. 


• Visualization and their underlying technology need to be improved for 


customers to accept and use the technology – and make energy 


efficiency changes based on the information provided.   
• Reliable, granular, and up-to-date appliance-level usage/cost information is essential. 


• Checking the breakdown/cost to run appliances is the main thing Final Survey participants 


sought from their Project website.  


• Participants, overall, would prefer disaggregated appliance cost/usage data by-the-hour 


(but might settle for by-the-day) 


• At most, a 1 day lag-time is acceptable to participants, with more wanting an even shorter 


window (within minutes or within hours).  


• Pie Charts receive the most favor as a means of showing overall data, likely due to existing 


familiarity and comfort with this type of display. 


• Features such as monthly comparisons, remote appliance turn-off, and 


push alerts are all of interest but, inferentially, appear to be “nice-to-


haves” vs. “need-to-haves”. 
• The latter boiling down to clear, easy-to-find, accurate usage and cost data for all 


major electric appliances/systems, ideally broken out by the hour and refreshed daily 


or more often. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 







12 Summary: Overall Findings 


• There was marginal growth in the proportion of Project participants reporting change in behavior based 


on their website data, but the great majority continue to report no behavioral change. 


• The relatively few Project participants reporting behavior change reduced usage of at least some 


electric appliances. With only a few exceptions, however, the same changes were reported in the Initial 


Survey, suggesting either a Hawthorne effect (changing behavior because one is observed) or that 


simply joining the Project and getting the dashboard prompted most changes. 


• At Project’s end, perceived inaccuracy and lack of need were the most often cited reasons not to 


change appliance usage, with more participants now feeling that they do not need to reduce usage or 


citing too infrequent data updates as why they have not changed usage (compared to the Initial 


Survey). 


• As was true at the start of the Project, the great majority believe that usage of at least some devices is 


not being detected accurately.  In fact, Final Survey participants tended to believe that more different 


appliances were inaccurately detected than did Initial Survey respondents. 


• While one out of five users report that Vendor B added new appliances to the dashboard and one-third 


of Vendor B participants felt it became more accurate over time, Vendor A rarely detected and added 


new appliances or was seen as becoming more accurate. 


• Most participants would be willing to complete a 40 question profile if that would improve accuracy/ 


detection. 


• In the Final Survey there was significantly more focus on using the disaggregation website to check 


cost breakdown by appliance than checking usage. 


• Frequency of visits and time spent on website declined over the course of the project, with the vast 


majority logging on less than once a week at Project's end and significantly more “just glancing at it” 


compared to the Initial Survey.                       







13 Summary of Results: Website Ratings 


Metric 


% Rating Website in Top 2 Boxes (4-5 out of 5) Total Vendor A Vendor B 


Initial Final Initial Final Initial Final  


Satisfaction with the information/data 36% 33% 46% 26% 21% 42% 


Value provided 38% 26% 46% 22% 26% 32% 


Likely to continue using after Project 49% 41% 58% 39% 37% 42% 


Likely to recommend 49% 36% 58% 35% 37% 37% 


• Ratings of Vendor A slipped notably across-the-board compared to the Initial Survey baseline, while 


Vendor B ratings improved (directionally) except for recommendation.  The net result was an across-the-


board slippage in key evaluation metrics. 


• Decline in favorability toward Vendor A can be seen throughout the Final Survey, suggesting that Project 


participants became frustrated with its performance – at the same time, Vendor B users perceived some 


improvement from baseline performance and consequently provided slightly more favorable ratings at 


Project’s end than when they had started using Vendor B.com. 


• While these metrics suggest that overall favorability among users of each website tilted toward Vendor B 


by the end of the Project, the next slide shows that, when exposed to both options, there is still at least a 


directional preference for the Vendor A’s dashboard design. 


 


 







14 Summary: Dashboard Preferences 


DASHBOARD DESIGN Overall Design Usefulness 


#1 - A #1 - A 


#2 – B & Total 


Appliances 


(Tied) 


#2 – B & Total 


Appliances 


(Tied) 


#3 - Alternative #3 - Alternative 


#4 – Alt P-1 #4 – Alt P-1 


DATA DISPLAY Information Want 


to Know 


Preference 


All 3 Tied 


#1-  Pie Chart 


#2 – Alt P-2 


#3 – Bar Chart 


A B Total Appliances 


Alternative Alt P-1 


Alt P-2 Pie Chart Bar Chart 


Full-Size/ Larger images for each in Appendix 







15 Summary: Information Preferences 


• Project participants clearly feel that by-the-hour represents the single most useful 


timeframe for reporting each appliances’ energy usage and cost, with their second 


preference being by-the-day.  


• Participants are most likely to check and use energy-use data if it were updated daily, 


although nearly as many want to see data updated more frequently (by the hour satisfying 


the same proportion as closer to real time). While a third see the maximum allowable lag 


between detection and reporting as one day, nearly as many would set a stricter maximum 


of one hour, while only a quarter would accept anything over one day. 


• The single most desired feature would be ability to monitor and turn off appliances by 


oneself; two thirds or more rate that among their “top 5” features along with month-to-


month bill comparison, alerts if major appliances are run at high-cost times, and monthly 


cost by appliance. Half also want hourly cost by appliance, comparison to cost of efficient 


appliances, and alerts when cost would exceed user-defined thresholds. 


• About two thirds of Project participants express strong interest in push notices when there 


is a significant change in costs/usage, and also in being able to check on appliances’ 


usage by logging into one’s dashboard at any time – half, in fact, are strongly interested in 


having both of these notifications. 


• Directionally more participants prefer the My Energy website to a disaggregation portal, 


marginally more after the Project’s end than did so in the Initial survey. 
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DETAILED FINDINGS 
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OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 
PARTICIPANTS 
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Appliances Used by Participants’ Households 


Q.1/ C4.  Which of the following electric appliances have been used by your household in the past 3 months?  


Base : Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=50), Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42) 


Appliances Used By Household in Past 3 Months 


4% 


4% 


14% 


16% 


28% 


34% 


46% 


48% 


56% 


62% 


88% 


92% 


98% 


100% 


10% 


2% 


17% 


12% 


24% 


41% 


41% 


67% 


48% 


43% 


88% 


95% 


95% 


98% 


Well Pump


Cooling-Wall
Mounted/Portable/WindowA/C


Electric Vehicle


Water Heater-Electric


Heating Electric (Permanent)


Pool/Spa Pump


Cooktop/Stovetop-Electric


Cooling-CentralA/C


2nd Refrigerator/Freezer


Dryer-Electric


Dishwasher


Oven/Microwave-Electric


Clothes Washer


Refrigerator/Freezer


Participants’ households tend to use a wide range of electric appliances/systems, similarly as at start of Project. 


• Compared to the initial survey, more of the participants are using Central AC, but fewer have an electric dryer 


Appliances 
Initial 


Survey 


Final 


Survey 


Computers/Monitors/Routers 10% 7% 


Home Entertainment* 8% 88% 


Septic/Sump Pump 4% 0% 


Lights* NA 93% 


* Note: changes to the list was made between Initial and 


Final Survey; HE and Lights were added to Final Survey 


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 
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Q.3 / M1 Since you joined the project program, have you personally logged into…?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B  (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42), Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


91% 


90% 


90% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


Vendor B


Vendor A


Total


Have Participants Logged into Their Website? 


Customers who Have Personally Logged into the Website 


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 


All Final Survey participation have logged into their site. 
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Completed Home Appliance Profile on Each Vendor 


No, 
11% 


Yes, 
89% 


C1a. Have you filled out your home appliance profile on (Vendor A/ Vendor B) – that is, told the system which electric appliances are used by your household?    Base: Final Survey 


only - Vendor A (n=19*), Vendor B (n=18*)  


C1b. During which month of the Project did you complete your household profile?    Base: Final Survey only - Vendor A (n=17*), Vendor B (n=16*)  


The majority of project participants completed their home appliance profile, in the majority of cases in the first 


months of the project (presumably before being instructed to do so). 


• This reduced opportunity to fully test the ability of either system to automatically detect and add appliances 


Filled Out Home Appliance Profile – Told Which 


Electric Appliances Used by Household 


Vendor 


A 


When Completed Vendor A 


November – December 2014 65% 


January – March, 2015 35% 


No, 
11% 


Yes, 
89% 


Vendor 


B 


When Completed Vendor B 


November – December 2014 56% 


January – March, 2015 44% 
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS’ 
EXPERIENCES & PREFERENCES 
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Once a day or more 
frequently 


Less often than daily but 
more than once a week 


Once a week 


Less often than once a 
week but more often than 
once a month 


Once a month 


Less often than once a 
month 


Frequency of Using Website 


Q6a/ M3. On average, how often have you looked at your information on…?  


Base : Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42), Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Frequency of Logging On & Looking at the Information 


Frequency of use declined over the course of the project; at the end of the project program, about half of participants 


log on to their website less often than once a month, with the vast majority logging on less than once a week. 


• Directionally, however, Vendor A users seem to have logged in more often than Vendor B participants 


23% 


22% 


20% 


22% 


9% 


4% 


48% 


21% 


19% 


2% 


7% 


2% 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 


19% 


8% 


19% 


31% 


15% 


8% 


44% 


22% 


17% 


0% 


13% 


4% 


26% 


42% 


21% 


11% 


0% 


0% 


53% 


21% 


21% 


5% 


0% 


0% 


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 


P 
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Just Glanced At It  
(i.e., Less Than One Minute) 


1-5 Minutes 


6-30 Minutes 


More than 30 Minutes 


33% 


62% 


5% 


2% 


26% 


52% 


19% 


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 


23% 


73% 


4% 


4% 


13% 


52% 


30% 


47% 


47% 


6% 


0% 


42% 


53% 


5% 


0% 0% 0% 


Time Spent on Disaggregation Website 


Time Spent on their Website by Participants 


Not surprisingly, participants were more likely to spend less time on the disaggregation website once it was no 


longer new to them.  


• Participants were significantly more likely to “just glance at it” during the final weeks of the project than earlier 


• Still, the majority of participants spent 1-5 minutes on their disaggregation website the most recent time they logged on 


Q6b/ M4. How long did you spend on the website the most recent time you logged in to it , that is, how long was it between the time you logged in and the time you logged out?  


Base : Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42), Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*) 


Note: NA= Not Asked; “More than 30 Minutes” response was added for Final Survey. 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 
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What Participants Did When on Their Website 


 


  


What Project Participants Did When on Their Website Total Vendor A Vendor B 


Initial 
Survey 


Final 
Survey 


Initial 
Survey 


Final 
Survey 


Initial 
Survey 


Final 
Survey 


Check Usage 51% 31% 50% 22% 53% 42% 


Breakdown of Cost to Run Appliances 22% 57% 15% 48% 32% 68% 


Trends/Comparisons 20% 21% 12% 13% 32% 32% 


Billing Information 11% 5% 15% 4% 5% 5% 


Appliance Profile/Set-Up 11% 17% 15% 9% 5% 26% 


Everything/Browse the Site 11% 10% 12% 9% 11% 11% 


Dashboard 9% 12% 8% 17% 11% 5% 


“Always On” Tab 4% 0% 4% 0% 5% 0% 


Just Initial Login 4% 0% 8% 0% 0% 0% 


Recommendations/ Tips 0% 12% 0% 22% 0% 0% 


All Other Comments 31% 5% 31% 9% 32% 0% 


Q.4 / M2. What have you looked at or done when you were logged into…?  


Base: Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45), Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42), Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


By Project’s end, there was more focus on cost breakdown by appliance than usage – a significant shift from 


baseline. 


• Vendor B participants more often reported looking at appliance usage cost breakdowns, trends and comparisons (e.g., with 


other homes) than did Vendor A participants 


• Vendor A participants more often reported looking at the dashboard, recommendations/tips than Vendor B participants 
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Appliance Detection by Vendor A/Vendor B 


C2. Have any new appliances been added to your dashboard/ homepage by (Vendor A/ Vendor B) since you filled out your home appliance profile? 


C3. Has the usage and/ or cost data become more accurate for any of the appliances that were already broken out on your dashboard before you filled out your home appliance 


profile? 


Base: Final Survey only - Vendor A (n=14*), Vendor B (n=15*)  


While one out of five users report that Vendor B detected and added new appliances to the dashboard and one-third 


of Vendor B participants felt it became more accurate over time, Vendor A.com rarely detected and added new 


appliances or was seen as becoming more accurate. 


• This may, in part, account for the drop in favorability toward Vendor A and the narrowing gap between the two at Project’s 


end 


Automatic Detection of Appliances and 


Improvement in Accuracy Over Time 


7% 


11% 


New appliances added to
dashboard/ homepage


Usage and/ or cost data became
more accurate


20% 


33% 


New appliances added to
dashboard/ homepage


Usage and/ or cost data became
more accurate


Vendor 


A 


Vendor 


B 
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Perceived Inaccuracy of Appliance Usage Data 


Q.9a/ C5a. Are there any electric appliances whose energy usage you believe are not being detected accurately through…?  


Base :  Initial Survey -Total Participants (n=32), Vendor A (n=19*), Vendor B (n=13*); Final Survey -Total Participants (n=26), Vendor A (n=13*), Vendor B (n=13*)  


Percentage Agreeing That Some Electric Appliances’ Usage Is 


Not Being Detected Accurately 


Similar to the initial wave, nearly 7 in 10 believe that usage of at least some devices is not being detected accurately. 


• There was a slight improvement in perceived accuracy of Vendor B (note the small base size), so that perceived inaccuracy 


is now the same as for Vendor A 


92% 


68% 


78% 


69% 


69% 


69% 


Vendor B


Vendor A


Total


B 


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 
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Appliances Seen as Not Being Detected Accurately 


10% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


2% 


4% 


6% 


10% 


10% 


12% 


14% 


14% 


16% 


17% 


11% 


11% 


22% 


0% 


17% 


0% 


0% 


11% 


28% 


6% 


44% 


39% 


33% 


33% 


All Others


Electric Vehicle


Well Pump


Refrigerator/Freezer


Water Heater-Electric


Cooktop/Stovetop-Electric


Cooling-Wall Mounted/Portable/WindowA/C


Heating Electric (Permanent)


Dryer-Electric


Dishwasher


Cooling-CentralA/C


Oven/Microwave-Electric


2nd Refrigerator/Freezer


Clothes Washer


Pool/Spa Pump


Note: a single project 


participant = 2%/ 6% 


Q. 9b/ C5b.  Which of the following electric appliances do you believe are not being detected accurately…?  


Base :  Initial Survey -Total Participants (n=25); Final Survey -Total Participants (n=18*) 


Appliances that are Not Being Detected Accurately 


By end of the Project, larger proportions perceived inaccurately detected appliances than was reported in the Initial 


Survey, of which the “top five” are: pool/spa pump, clothes washer, 2nd refrigerator/freezer, oven/microwave, and 


dishwasher. 


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 
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Q11/ C6a. Has your household changed your electric appliances or their usage in any way based on the information provided on Vendor A/Vendor B?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45); Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*) ; Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42); Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


10% 


11% 


11% 


16% 


26% 


21% 


Vendor
B


Vendor
A


Total


Impact on Appliance Usage 


Changed Energy Usage Based on Site Information  
Final Survey 


Initial Survey 


There was an incremental (but not statistically significant) increase in the proportion of participants reporting some 


change in the appliances they use or in the amount of usage compared to the Initial Survey, but, as previously, the 


great majority report no such change. 
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Actions Taken Based on Data from Website 


Q12/ C6b. What action or actions have your household taken based on the information on the website? Please check all that apply. 


Base : Final Survey only; Has changed electric appliances OR usage (C6a/ Q11 = Yes) – Initial Survey (n=5*); Final Survey (n=9*) 


Actions Household has Taken Based on the 


Information on the Website 


Most of the few Project participants reporting any behavior change based on the information from their website 


reduced usage of at least some electric appliances – but there was essentially no difference in the proportions 


reporting this or shifting time of use (the second most frequent behavior change), implying that virtually all such 


changes occurred shortly after joining the Project. 


89% 


22% 


44% 


44% 


11% 


0% 


86% 


14% 


43% 


36% 


7% 


7% 


Used at least some electric appliances less to
reduce energy use/ cost


Stopped using some electric appliances entirely
to reduce energy use/ cost


Changed the time of use (e.g., hours of the day
or night) for at least some electric appliances


Adjusted the setting of at least some electric
appliances to reduce electricity usage


Unplugged electric appliances when not in use


Replaced at least some electric appliances with
more energy efficient options toreduce electricity


usage and/ or costs


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 


Caution: Extremely 


small base sizes 
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Why Participants Have Not Changed Behavior 


Q14/ C7. Why has your household not changed your electric appliances OR their usage based on the information on the website? 


Base :  Has not changed electric appliances OR usage in any way (C6a/ Q11 = No): Initial Survey (n=40); Final Survey (n=33) 


Perceived inaccuracy and lack of need are the most often cited reasons not to change usage by end of Project. 


• At Project’s end, significantly more participants felt that they do not need to reduce usage, or blame slow updates for why 


they have not changed usage than did so earlier 


Why has not Changed Appliances or 


Usage based on Website Information 
Initial Survey Final Survey 


Feel data is inaccurate 30% 42% 


No need to reduce usage 10% 36% 


Information no useful/ not actionable 13% 27% 


Data too vague/ inadequate 13% 18% 


Needs to update faster 0% 12% 


Not ready to change equipment 0% 6% 


Too early 18% 0% 


Usage not flexible 5% 0% 


Other 23% 6% 
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Likelihood to Fill Out 40-Question Home Profile 


ND10. Realistically, if you were signing up for the appliance level load disaggregation program for the first time, how likely would you be to fill out a simple 40 question home 


profile, if doing so would increase the accuracy of your household cost and usage data? 


Final Survey only; Base:  Total Participants (n=42)  


There is interest in more accurate appliance level load disaggregation programs, even if it requires a “simple 40-


question home profile” to be completed. 


Likelihood to Fill Out 40-Question Home Profile 


79% 


10% 


12% 


4.1 Average: 


Likely (4/5) 


Neither Likely nor Unlikely (3) 


Unlikely (1/2) 
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PILOT PROGRAM METRICS 
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46% 


39% 


15% 


Initial 


Survey 


26% 


35% 


39% 


Final 


Survey 


Q19/ C8. How satisfied are you overall with the information/data provided on that website?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45 ); Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42); Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


 Overall Satisfaction with Information/Data 


3.3 2.8 Average: P 


P 


Satisfied (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Not Satisfied (1/2) 


Attribute Ratings: Satisfaction with Information/Data 


21% 


26% 


53% 


Initial 


Survey 


Final 


Survey 


42% 


11% 


47% 


2.8 2.6 


B 


36% 


33% 


31% 


Initial 


Survey 


33% 


24% 


43% 


Final 


Survey 


3.0 2.8 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 


 


Similar to the Initial Survey, about a third overall were satisfied with the information being provided by their website 


but slightly more were dissatisfied than at the beginning of the Project. 


• Vendor A participants became more negative over time, Vendor B users marginally more satisfied with their information 
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Q20/ C9.  How much value do you feel is provided by Vendor A/Vendor B as a tool for understanding and managing your household’s electricity use?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45 ); Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42); Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Value Provided by the Disaggregation Website 


Attribute Ratings: Value Provided 


On average, perceived value provided dropped since the Initial Survey, with the greatest change being that 


significantly fewer Vendor A users see much value being provided than at the start of the Project. 


High Value (4/5) 


Neutral (3) 


Little Value (1/2) 


46% 


35% 


19% 


Initial 


Survey 


22% 


44% 


35% 


Final 


Survey 


3.4 2.9 Average: P 


26% 


32% 


42% 


Initial 


Survey 


Final 


Survey 


32% 


26% 


42% 


2.8 2.8 


B 


38% 


33% 


29% 


Initial 


Survey 


26% 


36% 


38% 


Final 


Survey 


3.2 2.9 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 
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Q21/ C10. Assuming you have the option to do so after the end of this project, how likely are you to log into Vendor A/Vendor B and use it after the end of this project program?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45 ); Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42); Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Likelihood to Continue Using Disaggregation Website 


Likelihood to Continue Using Site After End of 
Project 


Fewer Vendor A participants say they will continue using the site after the Project than did so in the Initial Survey, 


while marginally more Vendor B users would continue. 


• About the same number in both segments are likely/unlikely to continue using the disaggregation website after the Project 


58% 


23% 


19% 


Initial 


Survey 


39% 


22% 


39% 


Final 


Survey 


3.7 2.8 Average: 


37% 


26% 


37% 


Initial 


Survey 


Final 


Survey 


42% 


11% 


47% 


2.7 3.1 


49% 


24% 


27% 


Initial 


Survey 


41% 


17% 


43% 


Final 


Survey 


3.4 2.7 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 


Likely (4/5) 


Neither Likely nor Unlikely (3) 


Unlikely (1/2) 
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Q22/ C11.  Assuming you have the option to do so, how likely are you to recommend Vendor A/Vendor B to your friends and relatives as a tool for their own use?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=45 ); Vendor A (n=26), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42); Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)  


Likelihood to Recommend Disaggregation Website 


Likelihood to Recommend 
Average recommendation likelihood decreased significantly by end of the Project, with only about one-third of 


project participants likely to recommend their disaggregation website – again due to a drop in favorability toward 


Vendor A. 


• Recommendation of Vendor A fell and is now more in-line with Vendor B levels 


58% 


12% 


30% 


Initial 


Survey 


35% 


26% 


39% 


Final 


Survey 


3.5 2.7 Average: 


37% 


16% 


47% 


Initial 


Survey 


Final 


Survey 


37% 


21% 


42% 


2.6 2.9 


49% 


13% 


38% 


Initial 


Survey 


36% 


24% 


41% 


Final 


Survey 


3.3 2.6 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 


  


Likely (4/5) 


Neither Likely nor  


Unlikely (3) 


Unlikely (1/2) 
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS’ 
DASHBOARD FEATURE 


PREFERENCES 
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Preferred Timeframe For Energy Cost/Usage Data 


ND13a. Which one of the following timeframes for showing energy usage  and cost broken out for the specific appliances used by your household would be most useful to you, 


personally?  


ND13b. Which one of the following timeframes for energy usage by individual appliance would be second most useful t you, personally? 


Base : Final Survey only - Total Participants (n=42) 


Timeframe for Energy Cost & Usage Participants Would Find Most Useful 


Project participants clearly feel that by-the-hour represents the single most useful timeframe for reporting each 


appliances’ energy usage and cost, with their second preference being by-the-day.  


24% 


50% 


14% 12% 


50% 


14% 


19% 
17% 


(A) By the Hour (B) By the Day (C) By the Month (D) By the Minute


29% 


74% 


66% 


33% 


Most Useful 


2nd Most Useful 


B,C,D 
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Preferred Usage Data Lag Time 


ND14a. Think about the lag time (or delay) between when your energy use is detected by your smart meter and when that energy use information is available for you. On a scale 


from “not at all likely” to “very likely”, how likely would you be to check and use information on your household’s energy use by appliance if it were available to you? 


ND14b. What is the maximum allowable lag time that would be acceptable to you? 


Base : Final Survey only; Total Participants (n=42) 


Participants are most likely to check and use energy-use data if it were updated daily, although nearly as many 


want to see data updated more frequently (by the hour satisfying the same proportion as closer to real time). 


While a third see the maximum allowable lag between detection and reporting as one day, nearly as many 


would set a stricter maximum of one hour, while only a quarter would accept anything over one day. 


45% 45% 
55% 


36% 36% 


17% 21% 


24% 


31% 
19% 


38% 33% 
21% 


33% 
45% 


Within 


Minutes 


Within a 


week or 


longer 


Average: 


Very Likely ( 4/5) 


(3) 


Not at all Likely (1/2) 


Minutes, 
19% 


One 
Hour, 
24% 


One 
Day, 
33% 


2-3 
Days, 
14% 


Week or 
Longer, 


10% 


Maximum Allowable 


Lag Time 


Within one 


hour 


Within one 


day 


Within 2-3 


days 


3.2 2.9 3.2 3.5 3.1 


Likelihood to Check/ 


Use Information 
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Most Important Dashboard Features 


QND11.  A number of possible appliance-level disaggregation dashboard features are shown below on the left. Please look them over and drag the 5 features you would most 


strongly prefer to have on your own dashboard into the box at the right, placing the one that is most important to you personally on the top, then the 2nd most important to you, 


down to your #5 preference.  


Base :  Final Survey only; Total Participants (n=42) 


Top 5 Most Important Dashboard Features 


14% 


26% 


12% 


12% 


14% 


7% 


2% 


2% 


10% 


83% 


81% 


69% 


62% 


52% 


52% 


50% 


26% 


24% 


Comparison of bill to last month


Ability for you to remotely
monitor & turn off appliances


Alerts when big appliances run
at high cost times


Monthly cost by appliance


Hourly cost by appliance


Comparison of appliance cost to
the cost of efficent appliances


Alerts when cost is projected to
exceed specified thresholds


Ability for PG&E to control major
appliances to minimize bill


5-Minute usage by appliance


The single most desired feature, overall, would be the ability to monitor and turn off appliances remotely; two thirds 


or more rate month-to-month bill comparison, alerts if major appliances are run at high-cost times, and monthly cost 


by appliance among their “top 5” features. 


• Half the participants also want hourly cost by appliance, comparison to cost of efficient appliances, and alerts when cost 


would exceed user-defined thresholds. 


Top 1 Most Important Feature 


Total/ Top 5 Important Features 
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62% 62% 


19% 
24% 


19% 
14% 


Email Push 


Notices/ Alerts 


Logging in 


whenever 


ND12. Below are two ways of notifying you about changes in your energy usage and cost. On the five point scale shown, how interested would you be in each of these? 


Base: Final Survey only; Total Participants (n=42) 


Preferred Notification Methods 


3.7 3.7 Average: 


Very Strong Interest( 4/5) 


(3) 


No Interest (1/2) 


Notification of Changes in Energy Usage and Cost 


About two thirds of Project participants are strongly interested in push notices when there is a significant change in 


costs/usage, and also in being able to check on appliances’ usage by logging into one’s dashboard at any time – 


half, in fact, are strongly interested in having both of these notifications. 
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DISAGGREGATION DASHBOARD 
DESIGN PREFERENCES 
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Current “Dashboard” Homepage Design 


Vendor A Vendor B 


Full-Size/ Larger images for each in Appendix 
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Main “Dashboard” Screen (Homepage) Design 


Dashboard Concepts - Evaluations 


Excellent (4/5) 


 (3) 


Poor (1/2) 


Directionally, Project Participants liked the Vendor A dashboard more than Vendor B but by a smaller margin on 


usefulness than for overall design. 


Vendor A 
[A] 


60% 
52% 


26% 


29% 


14% 
19% 


Overall 


Design Usefulness 


3.5 3.3 Average: 


Vendor B 
[B] 


41% 43% 


43% 36% 


17% 21% 


Overall 


Design Usefulness 


3.3 3.2 


ND1-5. Please rate this dashboard on each of the following, using the 5-point scale shown below. Please slide the cursor from Poor to Excellent or any point in between. (1. Overall 


Design; 2. Usefulness of the information provided) Base : Final Survey only - Total Participants (n=42) 


A/B: significantly higher at the 90% confidence interval compared to corresponding design 
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Dashboard Concepts – Evaluations by Project Participant 


(Top Two Boxes) 


 


Vendor A Participants Vendor B Participants 


Vendor A Dashboard Evaluation (n= 23) (n= 19*) 


Overall Design 52% 68% 


Usefulness 44% 63% 


Vendor B Dashboard Evaluation (n= 23) (n= 19*) 


Overall Design 30% 53% 


Usefulness 48% 37% 


ND1-5. Please rate this dashboard on each of the following, using the 5-point scale shown below. Please slide the cursor from Poor to Excellent or any point in between. (1. Overall 


Design; 2. Usefulness of the information provided) Base : Final Survey only     * Caution: Very Small Bases 


 


Main “Dashboard” Screen (Homepage) Design 


Overall, Vendor B participants were directionally more positive toward both dashboards, although more Vendor A 


customers gave high ratings to the usefulness of that design than Vendor B customers did for their dashboard. 
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Alternative Dashboard (Homepage) Designs  


Alternative Alt - P1 Top Appliances 


Full-Size/ Larger images for each in Appendix 
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Alternative Dashboard (Homepage) Designs  


Alternative Dashboard Concepts - Evaluations 


Excellent (4/5) 


 (3) 


Poor (1/2) 


The Alternative dashboard was overwhelmingly disliked among Project Participants, while neither of the 


other alternatives received ratings as high as Vendor A (previous slide). 


• Overall, participants found the “Top Appliances” more useful and preferred the overall design to the two other new 


dashboards (perhaps for its simplicity) – but it received identical average ratings to Vendor B (prior slide). 


Average: 


Alternative 
[B] 


21% 


43% 


24% 


24% 


55% 


33% 


Overall 


Design Usefulness 


2.7 3.1 


Alt - P1 
[C] 


7% 


26% 17% 


17% 


76% 


57% 


Overall 


Design Usefulness 


1.9 2.5 


Top Appliances 
[A] 


43% 43% 


31% 
24% 


26% 
33% 


Overall 


Design Usefulness 


3.3C 
3.2 


ND1-5. Please rate this dashboard on each of the following, using the 5-point scale shown below. Please slide the cursor from Poor to Excellent or any point in between. (1. Overall 


Design; 2. Usefulness of the information provided) Base : Final Survey only - Total Participants (n=42) 


A/B/C: significantly higher at the 90% confidence interval compared to corresponding design 


BC 


AC 


A B 


A B 
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Alternative Disaggregation Data Displays 


Alt - P2 Pie Chart 


Bar Chart 


Full-Size/ Larger images for each in 


Appendix 
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Appliance-Level Information Communication 


Excellent (4/5) 


 (3) 


Poor (1/2) 


Project Participants felt that all three designs communicated appliance-level information similarly well. 


Average: 


Alt - P2 
[A] 


43% 


31% 


26% 


3.3 


Pie Chart 
[B] 


Bar Chart 
[C] 


ND6-8. We would also like to explore three different ways of presenting your disaggregated energy cost and usage data. Please look at this first design and rate how well it 


communicates the appliance-level information you want to know. Base : Final Survey only - Total Participants (n=42) 


A/B/C: significantly higher at the 90% confidence interval compared to corresponding design 


43% 


33% 


24% 


3.2 


43% 


36% 


21% 


3.3 


Alternative Disaggregation Data Displays: 
Communication 
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Appliance-Level Information Communication -  Design Preference 


While base sizes are small, the Pie Chart was preferred by more Project Participants than the bars and Stacked Bar 


Chart, largely as a matter of personal preference (suggesting that customers are generally more used to pie charts). 


Alt - P2 [B] Pie Chart [A] Bar Chart [C] 


ND9a. Now please tell us which of the three designs you most prefer and which you least prefer by dragging the appropriate thumbnails below into the appropriate boxes.  


ND9b. Please explain briefly why you most prefer the design that you indicated.  


Final Survey only; A/B/C: significantly higher at the 90% confidence interval compared to corresponding design                                            * Caution: Very Small Bases 


Pie Chart Alt- P2 Bar Chart 


Design Preference (n= 42) (n= 42) (n= 42) 


Most Prefer 48% 31% 21% 


Least Prefer 19% 48% 33% 


Why Most Prefer (Open-End Response) (n= 13*) (n= 20) (n= 9*) 


Simple/ easy/ quick view 30% 23% 44% 


Easy/ quick to understand 30% 23% - 


Ability to compare - 23% 22% 


Personal preference 30% 8% - 


Color coded 5% 8% - 


Informative - 8% 11% 


Breakdown appliance (usage) 20% 8% 44% 


Everything aligns - 8% 11% 


Arrows/ Symbols/ Figures 5% 8% 11% 


Month over month comparison 15% - 44% 


C 


A 


Alternative Disaggregation Data Displays:  
Preference 
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MY ENERGY VS. 
DISAGGREGATION WEBSITE  
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Enrollment In and Use of My Energy 


Q25a/ME1.  In addition to this current project, do you currently have a PG&E “My Energy” or PG&E “My Account” login and password,…?  


Base:  Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=50), Vendor A (n=29), Vendor B (n=21); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=42), Vendor A (n=23), Vendor B (n=19*)   


Q26/ME2.  In the past three months, have you logged into “My Energy” or “My Account” on the PG&E website?  


Base: Initial Survey - Total Participants (n=47), Vendor A (n=28), Vendor B (n=19*); Final Survey - Total Participants (n=40), Vendor A (n=22), Vendor B (n=18*)  


Have My Energy Account? 


All Final Survey respondents have My Energy accounts, marginally more than Initial Survey respondents. 


• Virtually all Vendor A participants and about eight in ten Vendor B users completing the Final Survey have logged onto My 


Energy in the past three months – in the case of Vendor B, somewhat fewer than did so at the time of the Initial Survey 


Have Logged In, Last Three Months? 


90% 


97% 


94% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


Vendor B


Vendor A


Total


90% 


93% 


92% 


78% 


96% 


88% 


Vendor B


Vendor A


Total


Final Survey 


Initial Survey 
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Preference for My Energy Vs. Disaggregation 
Website 


PG&E's  
My 


Energy/ 
My 


Account, 
53% 


Vendor A/ 
Vendor B, 


47% 


Q28/ME3. If you had to choose, which of the following do you feel would be more valuable to you going forward as a way to monitor your household’s energy usage and costs?  


Base: Initial Survey -Total Participants (n=34); Final Survey -Total Participants (n=36) 


Directionally, more participants prefer the My Energy website, marginally more after Project’s end than in the Initial 


survey. 


Preferred Tool for Monitoring Energy 


PG&E's 
My 


Energy/ 
My 


Account, 
58% 


Vendor A/ 
Vendor B, 


42% 


Initial Survey Final Survey 
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APPENDIX – FULL SIZE IMAGES 
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Vendor A 
Dashboard 
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Vendor B 
Dashboard 
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Top Appliances 
Dashboard 
(Homepage) 
Designs  
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Alternative 
Dashboard 
(Homepage) 
Designs  
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Alternate – P1 Dashboard (Homepage) Designs  
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Alternatve – P2 Disaggregation Data Displays 
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Pie Chart Disaggregation Data Displays 
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Bar Chart Disaggregation Data Displays 
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3 Background 


• PG&E research has indicated that the majority of customers see itemized billing as a 
valuable potential energy management tool  


• PG&E has initiated an Appliance Level Load Disaggregation Project program, which is 
designed to assess and validate disaggregation technology 


• Phase 2 of this program is intended to evaluate the program from the perspective of 
participating customers as well as to determine preferences between two vendors’ 
technological solutions and disaggregation websites: Vendor A versus Vendor B 


• The Survey Consultant has been contracted to conduct a three-part evaluation of this 


project, the second of which is covered by this report: 


• Part 1:  Initial online survey of participants conducted shortly after initiation of the project program 


• Part 2:  Qualitative evaluation of participants’ midstream attitudes and experiences through a series of 


online focus groups conducted in late January, 2015 


• Part 3:  A final survey of participants conducted after the end of Phase 2 (to be conducted in Spring, 2015) 







4 Objectives 


Obtain both broad and deep feedback from Project participants across 
PG&E’s service territory 
• What they experienced: perceptions regarding disaggregated consumption data, what 


it was like for them 


• What they did: accessing online data displays via the Vendor websites, actions taken 
in response to that, including the disaggregated cost and usage data 


• What they think and feel about the program, satisfaction with the technology/software, 
data, overall program 


Evaluate any differences between experiences, behavior and 
satisfaction on the part of participants who were assigned to either 
Vendor 


 







5 Methodology 


• The Survey Consultant conducted four online focus groups employing its 


proprietary platform, as follows:  


• The Survey Consultant recruited project participants from PG&E-provided lists of 


all Project participants to date 


• The lists included a total of 131 residential customers as having received updated firmware 


allowing them and PG&E to track energy usage by (major) electric appliances/systems 


• Most qualitative respondents were PG&E employees or contractors 


• Participants were drawn from across California, particularly the Bay Area and Central Valley 


 


• Groups were conducted the evenings of January 22 and 28, 2015 


• Total of 8 from the Vendor A project group 


• Total of 9 from the Vendor B project group 







6 Caveats 


• As is the case for all small-scale research, qualitative especially, the results of 


these online focus groups should be considered directional and prudence should 


be taken in generalizing to the full population of Project participants 


• This caveat is particularly relevant here, as a large proportion of customers participating in the qualitative study 


were (a) PG&E staff or contractors and/or (b) known to be experts or specialists in energy efficiency, 


disaggregation and similar technologies 


• Prudence should therefore be exercised in generalizing results to PG&E residential customers as a whole as well 


as to all participants within each of the two segments 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 







8 Executive Summary 


• Overall, Vendor A’s interface was most widely preferred due to its uncluttered, more 


sophisticated design, but some elements of each website were seen as adding significant value 


• The “zoom” feature on Vendor B’s “Trend” tab was singled out as particularly valuable, especially 


by the most sophisticated study participants, as it allows granular evaluation of usage events, 


such as spikes 


• Absence of the ability to see a similarly granular time breakdown of usage by appliance was 


disappointing to many 


• At this juncture, however, the relative appeal of each website and its features was overshadowed 


by Project participants’ dissatisfaction with both vendor’s technology, notably: 


• Poor disaggregation by appliance to date (regardless if detected by the system or if appliances were entered 


in the users’ profile), with too much cost/usage remaining in “Always On”, and/or “Learning”  


• Questionable accuracy of usage detected by appliance or within “buckets” 


• Lack of real time data or close-to-real-time data 


• Questionable validity of comparative usage and efficiency data (e.g., for similar homes, by zip code) 


• Lack of behavioral tips perceived to be insightful, valuable or useful 


• These issues have resulted in minimal behavioral impact from the appliance disaggregation data 


provided.  It is clear that customer acceptance of this technology and any resulting impact on 


their household’s energy efficiency will depend on:  


• (a) more effective detection of appliances  


• (b) greater perceived accuracy of energy usage and cost detected by appliance 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS 







10 Summary of Results 
• Curiosity regarding the technology/relative cost or usage of appliances  and/or desire to 


reduce electric bills were the primary reasons why participants joined the Project 


• Group participants’ initial expectations for what their portal would offer included accurate 


disaggregation, at least into 5 or more separate “buckets” containing appliances with the 


highest draw, and, for some, real time data and practical tips 


• While billing cycle or monthly data was seen as most useful to detect and track overall trends, 


participants also want daily, ideally hourly or even more granular usage data 


• As was seen among Initial Survey respondents, qualitative participants are essentially 


disappointed with the functioning of both vendors’ web sites.  This qualitative research 


indicated that this is largely due to: 


• Poor disaggregation by appliance to date (regardless if detected by the system or if appliances were 


entered in the users’ profile), with too much cost/usage remaining in “Always On”, and/or “Learning”  


• Questionable accuracy of usage detected by appliance or within “buckets” 


• Lack of real time data or close-to-real-time data 


• Questionable validity of comparative usage and efficiency data (e.g., for similar homes, by zip code) 


• Lack of behavioral tips perceived to be insightful, valuable or useful 


• A few participants assigned to Vendor A had significant difficulty setting up their portal, while 


some users assigned to Vendor B had to try a couple times before succeeding 


• Most participants only occasionally went to either vendor’s website to check usage or costs, 


although some have checked their site more frequently than that – but mainly to see if it is 


working better (e.g., "learning") or when they have specific concerns about energy usage 


• The bottom line is that the current websites had minimal impact on Project participants’ 


energy usage/behavior to date 


 


 


 


 







11 Summary of Results 


• Vendor A’s dashboard was widely appreciated for being clear, uncluttered, and intuitive as 


well as for showing key information on a single page  


• At least some of Vendor A’s users who had scrolled down to see the Personalized Insights at 


the bottom of the landing page were critical of what was shown 


• A plurality found the Vendor B’s dashboard too cluttered or busy, although others liked 


having different pieces of information in separate boxes or tabs 


• The Vendor A’s “Trends” and comparative windows drew mixed comments 


• The zoomable overall usage trends chart was the single most impressive element of Vendor B 


as it allows very granular evaluations and comparisons 


• As in the Initial Survey, the Vendor A interface was more widely favored overall than Vendor B 


although some preferred elements of each website to what was provided on the other 
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DETAILED FINDINGS 







Appliances/Electrical Systems Used 


• Appliances expected to be major 


drivers of electric usage 


included: 
• Pool/Spa pumps 


• Lights 


• Electric dryers 


• Refrigerators 


• HVAC systems 


• EVs 


• Home electronics/computers 


• Aquaria 


• Heat pump 


• ““Always on"” appliances 


 


• Some participants had heat 
pumps and/or septic pumps 


 


• Several had already sought to 
maximize their home’s energy 
efficiency by  upgrading 
windows, insulation and 
appliances, switching to LEDs, 
reducing “always on” load and 
reducing appliance usage 


 


Appliances Used By Household 


0% 


11% 


0% 


33% 


33% 


67% 


56% 


67% 


89% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


25% 


12% 


38% 


0% 


25% 


38% 


63% 


88% 


75% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


12% 


12% 


18% 


18% 


29% 


53% 


59% 


76% 


82% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


100% 


Heating - Electric…


Water heater - Electric


Well Pump


Electric Vehicle


Cooktop/Stovetop-Electric


Pool/Spa Pump


Dryer - Electric


2nd Refrigerator/Freezer


Cooling - Central A/C


Refrigerator/Freezer


Oven/Microwave-Electric


Dishwasher


Clothes Washer


Total


Vendor A


Vendor B







14 Reasons for Joining Project 


Curiosity regarding the technology/relative cost or usage of appliances  
and/or desire to reduce electric bills were the primary reasons why 
participants joined the Project 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Illustrative rationales  


Pretty much to see exactly where all my money’s going for my electric usage.  I know that I’m averaging my balanced payment, an average every 


single month is $373, so some months it’s higher, obviously, in the summer time.  A couple of months it will go over $500 and then a couple of 


months in the wintertime it’s well over $500. So I wanted to find out where all of it was going.  (Vendor A) 


My bills are not where I think they should be given the activity that this house receives.  I’m trying to figure out what’s really going on. .. trying to 


figure out what’s the most – going to give me the most – the biggest bang for the buck.  (Vendor A) 


I'm interested in having some more information of how much power appliances use specifically so I can understand how to change our family’s 


usage pattern.  I don’t necessarily know what to change other than the normal turn your thermostat down and turn lights off when they’re not 


needed, but I feel like I need more information to make better decisions to know how to change my pattern. (Vendor A)  


My ultimate goal is if I see a spike in energy consumption, if it is really timely like that, and let’s say the air conditioner has gotten left on, then I can 


remotely turn it off or turn it down.  I have a niece that comes to hang out in between classes at Fresno State and she’ll come here and turn on the 


heater and the air conditioner and then leave and forget to turn it off.  I would love to be able to remotely be able to say set it back at 55 degrees in 


the winter and back up to 80 something in the summer.   (Vendor A) 


I could say that I like measurements, whether it be my weight or my energy or my calories.  I have a Fitbit, I just love to look at what makes it go up 


and down and I don’t know.  I’m an energy nerd.  (Vendor B) 


 


I want to figure out where the usage is myself.  I mean, it’s driving me nuts.  I put in all the high-energy-saving devices and usage still doesn’t go 


down.  (Vendor B) 


 


I did it for two reasons.  I monitor my usage pretty well through My Energy, PG&E’s portal, but I want to just compare other ways to look at the 


energy to make sure that what I’m seeing and what I’m guessing at is making sense and actually has some kind of additional data point to back it 


up.  And then, of course, being in the line of industry or the position I’m in it helps me better discuss and promote these types of programs with my 


customers.  (Vendor B) 


 







15 Expectations for Vendor Portal 


Group participants’ initial expectations for what their portal would offer 
included accurate disaggregation, at least into 5 or more separate 
“buckets” containing appliances with the highest draw, and, for some, 
real time data and practical tips 


Vendor A Vendor B 
Actionable solutions to lowering energy use, tips, explanation of 
terms, more disaggregated info 


I was expecting the real time feedback 


Really not sure Hoping to get accurate info about where My Energy is going 


See individual appliance usage and ultimately be able to remotely 
control, heat and A/C in particular 


I thought it would provide estimates of disaggregated loads 


Close to what it offers 
I expected that it would break out all of my usage into 6 - 10 
meaningful buckets with very little in a "Other / "learning"" 
category and no more than 10 - 15% in "always on" 


View hourly data as to what each appliance was using Let me diagnose what end use loads are on at any particular time 


I expected real time energy consumption status.  Curious if they 
could detect my actual appliance usage. 


It would map out my usage patterns and directly link it to 
particular appliances 


I had no idea 
See specific breakout where we used energy and how much it 
cost.  Basically an itemized energy bill 


The ability to create a detailed list of appliances, large and small 
to gain insight to the big picture.  My guess is many little 
appliances add up 


Pinpoint the actual energy using devices 


I thought it would give me an estimation of what my appliances 
would cost… I thought there would be some kind of breakdown 







16 Evaluation of Portals To Date 


As was seen among Initial Survey respondents, qualitative participants 
are essentially disappointed with the functioning of both Vendor’s web 
sites 


How Well Has the Vendor’s Site Met Your Expectations to Date? 


Total Vendor A Vendor B 


Very poorly 6 0 6 


Somewhat poorly 6 2 4 


Neutral 3 3 0 


Somewhat well 2 2 0 


Very well 1 1 0 







17 Difficulty Setting Up the Portal 


A few Vendor A participants had significant difficulty setting up their portal, 
while some Vendor B users had to try a couple times before succeeding 


• The Vendor A system led some to think that they needed to create a full profile to 
participate in the Project 


• Despite being asked not to complete the full household profile in their ”welcome” letter, some 
nevertheless did so as a matter of course 


• The Vendor A website was confusing in this regard  


• In at least one case, a Vendor A user reported that the website initially worked for him without 
completion of a full profile, stopped tracking his usage after a while, sent him a notice that he 
needed to set up his profile to continue, started again tracking appliances after he entered the 
requested information, but then stopped doing so after a while 


 


• At least one Vendor A user never got to the landing page (dashboard) as the system 
seemed to require her to enter her private data (E.g., My Energy credentials, which, like 
some others, she was hesitant to do).  While the intent was to allow Project participants 
to bypass this step, at least that one customer found herself unable to do so 


 


• Two of the Vendor B users reported that they had to go back to their PG&E contact to 
get new credentials before they could complete the setup 







18  Registering Appliances 


Participants’ #1 complaint was that neither Vendor A nor Vendor B 
were effectively disaggregating their electricity usage by 
appliance/system 


• Few participants felt that either system was properly breaking out major or minor appliances’ electric 
usage, even if directly identified in their profile 


• Only a few qualitative participants reported that either system “learned” and therefore added 
appliances to their tracking portal 


• At least one EV, lights (Vendor B), some refrigerators, pool pumps, and HVAC systems were reportedly detected 
and added to some participants’ portals 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


• Far more often, however, participants complained that appliances were not accurately broken out even if they 
had provided a detailed profile against instructions – or even that the portal would not work at all if they did not do 
so (Vendor A) 


• Bottom line: participants repeatedly complained that too much usage was attributed to “"whole 
house", “always on" or “learning"(If Vendor B) and not broken out by appliance 


• When reviewing the actual websites, several Project participants made it clear that they were disappointed by the 
way in which appliance usage was shown when broken out – in the aggregate for each appliance (e.g., daily 
usage) when they wanted to see more granular data by appliance so that they could determine the potential 
value of time shifting, etc. (e.g., at least hourly) 


 


 It hasn’t broken out anything new for me in quite a while.  However, it has – 


 it did pick up, obviously, the refrigerator, it picked up "always on", others,  


 clothes dryer and heating in the "whole house", but other than – and during 


 the summertime it did, when I had my pool pump running for a number of 


 hours a day it did pick up that. (Vendor A) 







19  Registering Appliances 


The introductory letter I got from PG&E getting me going with this program, I had instructions not to provide any  


personalization information to start with.  And PG&E would inform me when I should submit this information.  Well, 


 they never did.  And eventually, the website stopped working without supplying this information... Yes.  I was able 


 to get into my homepage here – dashboard for approximately a week and without providing that data.  And then  


eventually it said nope, you’re done until we get the personality data.  So I couldn’t get to the – could not get to the 


 dashboard. (Vendor A) 


I went back a number of times to see if the information would get more specific or granular and when it didn’t I  


haven’t been back much. (Vendor B) 


Illustrative complaints about disaggregation 


My first question is how long does it take to actually just aggregate because I have a lot of things "always on" and then other.  Well, that’s fantastic, 


that doesn’t help me.  It doesn’t – there’s no real suggestions on what to do... I’m not a real fan of like sort of the guilt-driven behavioral change 


model.  It doesn’t do anything for me, especially if there’s no – so what do I do about it.  Like okay, I increased, that’s fantastic, what’s my next step?  


Tell me what it is.  And so it’s taking a long time for it to kind of break out dryer and refrigeration and it’s like, the lights are here, I have a sump 


pump, I have other things, but it’s not really directing me to do anything.  It’s really not that different from My Energy.  My Energy is blue and orange 


and this one is blue and not.  It’s a little bit more of a slick interface but again, it’s like I’m getting the same information already from my primary 


resource, you know, my utility so how is this different?  How is this going to move me forward?  How is this going to move the needle?  How is it 


going to help me make decisions?… (Vendor A) 


 


When I look at it I’ve got the "always on".  It shows the heating, it shows me my clothes dryer and it shows me my refrigeration and the others.  It 


doesn’t tell me what my washing machine is doing and it doesn’t tell me, you know, how my freezer unit is doing as compared to something else.  


You know, compared to the refrigerator, so is the freezer in the others?  Is it in the "always on"?  Where is it?  Where’s my washing machine?  


Where’s my heater?  I mean, obviously my heater is there but my air conditioning when it was there, it just don’t show me that much.  It shows me 


the bare minimum.  (Vendor A)  


 


The introductory letter I got from PG&E getting me going with this program, I had instructions not to provide any personalization information to start 


with.  And PG&E would inform me when I should submit this information.  Well,  they never did.  And eventually, the website stopped working 


without supplying this information... Yes.  I was able  to get into my homepage here – dashboard for approximately a week and without providing 


that data.  And then eventually it said nope, you’re done until we get the personality data.  So I couldn’t get to the – could not get to the 


 dashboard. (Vendor A) 


 


I didn't mention [in my profile] that I was charging my EV, so I was happy that it picked it up.  …I thought the "always on" figure for my house was 


pretty close.  Refrigeration is high, and I think that's because they think my aquarium is another refrigerator.  That's just my guess… And then 


"learning" for me is still about 50% of my total use, so that's kind of disappointing.  (Vendor B) 


 


You know, it's funny, the other day, this conversation came up down in the kitchen between my wife and my mother-in-law, about what was the 


appropriate time to be running the dishwashers.  So I ran upstairs and consulted the system, and it didn't know anything about the dishwasher.  So 


that was totally useless.  (Vendor B) 


I went back a number of times to see if the information would get more specific or granular and when it didn’t I haven’t been back much. (Vendor B) 


 


A lot of the uses, the buckets of the uses that it's picking up from my house, is not really corresponding to my actual usage.  And I tested my off 


peak usage and my vampire load, to see where it's at, and there's no way that those buckets are aligned correctly.  And of course, it's not picking up 


the [car] charger at all.  It's picking up some of the usage in the pool pump, which is something that I don't have. (Vendor B) 







20 Perceptions of Accuracy 


As in the Initial Survey, accuracy of the reports provided by either website was 
widely questioned (comparative data and overall efficiency feedback in particular) 
but, on probing, participant’s dissatisfaction was primarily associated with the two 
websites’ inability to break out and track individual appliances/systems 


• Some questions were voiced about accuracy of usage and cost data overall and within 
the “buckets” into which usage was aggregated 


• Both portals, reportedly, showed spikes or high usage even when participants were on vacation or not using a 
system 


• Some participants deliberately tested their system (e.g., by running high-usage tools) and were not impressed by 
the accuracy of detection  


• Projected cost data on Vendor A was also criticized, which at least one participant felt was grossly inaccurate 
when compared to actual bills 


• A few, in contrast, felt that their portal was accurate (e.g., checking against My Energy)  


• The combination of lack of disaggregation and perceived inaccuracy of the data being 
reported led the majority to lose confidence in the Project technology 


• Another widespread complaint was that participants received a stream of emails 
reporting unusually high usage/low energy efficiency compared to neighbors/similar 
accounts, the accuracy of which they almost universally questioned 


• The PG&E team noted that these were sent out even though Vendor A and Vendor B were not authorized to do 
so and that such comparative data was, in any case, not expected to be accurate at this juncture  


• If this type of feedback is to be provided, one energy efficiency expert felt that it should provide behavioral 
solutions (e.g., on how to save or reduce usage) and not just flag issues 


 







21 Perceptions of Accuracy 
Illustrative Comments about Accuracy  


 


I’m looking at the website right now and it’s telling me my neighbors are spending less on air conditioning than I am.  My air conditioning isn’t even 


on and hasn’t been for a while. (Vendor A) 


 


It’s like, is the comparison to your neighbor really accurate?  You know, like when I walk around my neighborhood and I see who’s doing what, you 


can see their big screen TVs, et cetera, and I’m, you know, Vendor A doesn’t rate me but my energy does say I’m above my neighbors.  How 


accurate is that?  I don’t know what the algorithms are or whatever but I just wanted to share that point.  It’s a little – again, what do we do with that? 


(Vendor A) 


 


Well, in the site but also in my house usage because I know that before it got really cold during the course of the late fall, early December, that 


period of time when there was no – it wasn’t that cold so I didn’t have to turn my heating unit on but I also obviously wasn’t using any air 


conditioning, you know, able to open some windows and stuff to see if my overall electric usage was changing and in many respects it showed that 


it wasn’t.  It was just kind of plugging along about the same.  I routinely hit Tier 5 and I’ trying to figure out exactly why I’m hitting Tier 5.  (Vendor A) 


 


I guess the key for me is I have to have confidence that the data is accurate…[and I do not] (Vendor A) 


 


They have this estimate for cooking, and I like the feature that you can zoom in on a particular time period, and I ran the experiment of zooming in 


on a period when we were out of the house on vacation, and it still had a estimate for cooking.  So that's a little strange. (Vendor B) 


 


One thing that I didn't mention before is there is gaps in the data.  There's periods of time when there's no energy use at all, which is a little 


surprising.  And then the other thing is that their monthly dollar totals don't match my bill at all.  It loses some credibility there too.  And I think there's 


a little comment that says it might not match your bill, but it doesn't help much in terms of credibility. (Vendor B) 


I think it's probably pretty close.  It seems a little high.  I think it's like 20% high, but otherwise it's pretty close. (Vendor B) 


 


A lot of the uses, the buckets of the uses that it's picking up from my house, is not really corresponding to my actual usage.  And I tested my off 


peak usage and my vampire load, to see where it's at, and there's no way that those buckets are aligned correctly.  And of course, it's not picking up 


the [EV] charger at all.  It's picking up some of the usage in the pool pump, which is something that I don't have.  (Vendor B) 


 


[The data shown on Vendor B] didn't make any sense.  I live in the business of data, I don't look at data that doesn't – that I've lost confidence in… 


Yes.  And then if you look at the graph that displays the different end uses in relation to one another and how much energy  you're using, the 


biggest line for me was like “always on.”  I shut the thing off after that.  I was like, you don't know what you're talking about. (Vendor B) 







22 Checking The Portal 


Most participants only occasionally went to either Vendor A or Vendor B to check 
usage or costs, although some have checked their site more frequently than that – 
but mainly to see if it is working better (e.g., "learning") or when they have specific 
concerns about energy usage 


• The majority reported going to their site no more than a half dozen times to date – a few stopped doing so entirely due to 
perceived inaccuracy or lack of detection of appliances 


• Initially, some spent a half hour or more on their site to check out and familiarize themselves with its contents, but others spent 
no more than 5 – 15 minutes 


• There was no uniformity regarding whether or not they were spending more or less time on their site compared to when they 
started the Project 


 Vendor A Vendor B 


 


A few times… For me it’s just kind of a pulse check, just to see 


if anything’s changed.     
 


I checked it four times.  So first, immediately after it started, and 


I waited four weeks or so for it to learn, and then I've been 


checking a couple of times since then. 


 Once a week. 
 


I checked it every couple of days at the beginning, just to see 


any changes.  But when I started realizing that a lot of times 


there weren't changes, or that it was very limited on the amount 


of information that it would give.  It definitely has dropped off 


every couple of weeks or month, probably more recently. 


Twice a week. 
 


Two or three times.   


 


 


Several times a day.  I'm still trying to figure out what part is 


working and what is not, so that’s why I'm into it a lot.   
 


Maybe half a dozen to eight times.  


 


I get in a couple times a week and then when I get the alert that 


my use has just gone up tremendously, then I’ll log in and see 


what’s going on.   


I would generally look at it, every time I got an e-mail from you 


guys, and explore it a little bit.  And then see something that just 


didn't make any sense.   







23 Desired Granularity of Data 


While data for a month or billing cycle is desired to understand costs 
trends, many want more granular usage data to evaluate usage by specific 
appliances 


• Hour and day readings were widely requested 


• The ability to track longer trends or compare cycle-to-cycle, year-to-year was also desired 


• Those most deeply involved in energy efficiency, smart metering, or simply the most interested in 
evaluating usage of specific appliances or understanding “spikes” wanted even more granularity (5 
minutes or less) 


 


 


 


Between 30 minutes, an hour allows me to better understand what just happened.  By the minute certainly  


allows you to when you log in, you could see more real time, but yeah, I’d like to be able to see what  


happened this last hour.  What happened this last three minutes? (Vendor A) 


I would start off with that billing cycle, or say maybe that month, most recent month.  And then I can go either  


in or out, depending on if I want to look at a particular day or a hour, because I see spikes, regular spikes, a  


particular analogy.  I can zoom into that.  Or zoom out to see how is my trend for the season or that, compared 


 to the previous time last year. (Vendor B) 


For me, I want to look at trends.  So a trend is at least a couple of weeks.  I think a month is a good time frame 


 to start off with for me. (Vendor B) 







24 Dissatisfaction with Time Lag 
There were a number of spontaneous discussions about the desire to be 
given as close to real time data as possible and that neither Vendor A nor 
Vendor B effectively provided this overall or by appliance 
• This was reportedly an issue with My Energy that some hoped the new technology 


would overcome (many felt their website represents a step in that direction but needs 
improvement) 


• Real time data is seen by at least some as critical to making changes and adjustments, 
particularly when spikes are reported 


• A related issue is that customers can relate to and devise responses to what is reported 
happening “now” (or close to real time),  but may not remember what they did even a 
day earlier and, as a result, cannot make appropriate behavioral adjustments if there is 
an appreciable lag 


• On the other hand, some do not see much need for real time data, at least not in 
comparison to highly granular, highly disaggregated data 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


Like I indicated, lack of real time data is the main thing.  And I'm doing this kind of as a curiosity…   


And I'm not sure how much benefit I'm getting from it.  (Vendor A) 


I mean, how do you remember what you did two days ago?   


I can’t unless I write it down. (Vendor B) 


I  also  like that it’s up to midnight of last night, which is better than My Energy.  (Vendor B) 







25 Behavioral Impact of Vendor A/ Vendor B 


The bottom line is that the current websites had minimal impact on 
Project participants’ energy usage/behavior to date 
• Problems with the technology (level of disaggregation, perceived accuracy) 


overshadowed everything else, so that the data provided did not often drive energy 
efficiency behaviors 


• Some study participants had already upgraded their homes and appliances for energy 
efficiency, in some cases shifting time of use when and as feasible (particularly if on 
relevant billing plans) 


• However, merely being in the Project and seeing their usage data led some to make at 
least a few changes – but, apparently, not so much based on their disaggregated data 
as becoming sensitized to energy usage by virtue of participation in the program 


• Cut back on A/C use/changed thermostat programming 


• Reduced “vampire” draw by turning off electronics 


• Turning off spa and pool pumps when not in use 


 


 


 
 


 
 I started turning off my spa. It reminded me that it was on…  I  also 


 like that it’s up to midnight of last night, which is better than My Energy.  


(Vendor B) 


I honestly have the thermostat on a program and kind of set it and forget it, so seeing the usage made me  


want to reexamine what is it set at.  And I did make a change because I honestly walked away from that 


thing months ago, so it had me go back  to it and reexamine what I programmed so I didn’t have to worry  


it, so I went back to it.  (Vendor A) 







26 


RESPONSES TO THE ACTUAL 
WEBSITES 







27 Website Exploration 


Participants in each online group session were given an opportunity to 
explore both “their” portal and the other portal in real time 


• In most cases, one group member was asked to show the group where she/he had 
gone and what they had done when logged in 


• In all but one session, the moderator then took control and, beginning with the group’s 
assigned portal, gave each group a “guided tour” of each website, its features, options, 
etc. 


• After that exploration, participants were asked which site they prefer and how they 
would optimize their preferred portal 


 


Note: this section focuses on the actual website displays; issues regarding disaggregation 
and learning were discussed previously but, nevertheless, tended to dominate discussion 







28 Vendor A’s Web Site 


       Vendor A’s dashboard was widely appreciated for being clear, 
uncluttered, and intuitive as well as for showing key information on a 
single page  


• Participants liked the ability to view by billing cycle, day and year, as well as to see tier data 


• They tended to prefer cost to usage displays (except for the most deeply involved/sophisticated energy use trackers) 


• No participants commented directly on the ability to select data view by simply clicking on a category from the landing page 


• Nobody objected to the ability to add historical temperature data, but its practical value was widely questioned (for Vendor B 
also) 


• The cost projection on the Whole House page was perceived to be inaccurate (some compared this to actual bills)  


• The relative energy efficiency display on the appliance pages (despite taking a clear and intuitive form) was seen as inaccurate, 
even demeaning since it almost always flagged participants as highly inefficient (apparently a known bug) 


• An appreciable proportion of Vendor A users went to the tab and filled out their profile as a matter of course (despite being 
asked not to do so) 







29 Vendor A’s Web Site 


Scroll Down Initial Landing Page View 


At least some Vendor A users who had scrolled down to see the Personalized 
Insights at the bottom of the landing page were critical of what was shown 


• It was unclear how many had scrolled down to the material at the bottom of this page before the group (or how many residential 
customers would do so on their own), although comments indicated some Project participants had done so 


• This section was felt to be potentially valuable, especially for prompting behavior change, but only if the comparison to others was 
seen as accurate and the tips less obvious or generic and promised more savings than the example shown  


• Several participants agreed that they liked the vertical presentation of Vendor A – that you just have to scroll up or down to see 
information vs. going to different tabs, boxes, or links – but a few in the second Vendor A group preferred Vendor B’s presentation in 
which different types of information are shown in separate boxes or tabs 







30 Vendor B’s Web Site 


A plurality found the Vendor B dashboard too cluttered or busy, although 
others liked having different pieces of information in separate boxes or tabs 


• Some liked the way that the Vendor B landing page is broken into sections (“boxes”) but others felt it was “primitive,” cluttered and 
made it hard to find relevant data   


• Putting trend data on a separate tab also drew mixed reviews 


• The clear meaning of the appliance icons drew favorable comments (as did inclusion of lights, which was not seen on Vendor A) 


• Many liked being able to see real time data (although the Project  interface does not  fully support this function, as some 
complained) 


• There was no consensus on whether showing calendar month  vs. billing cycle data was useful – but an apparent plurality 
preferred billing cycle data (as shown on Vendor A’s web site) 


• While the bar graph showing appliance usage was appreciated by some, most criticized the timeframe given as so long as to have 
very limited value 







31 Vendor B’s Web Site 


Initial Landing Page View  (Scrolled Down) 


The “Trends” and comparative windows drew mixed comments 
• It is unclear how many users had actually scrolled down to see the bottom sections of the Vendor B dashboard 


• Some liked  the “biggest day of the week” display, others felt that this was obvious 


• Some liked comparison to others in their zip code – but not customers in denser, more urban areas, who tended to complain 
that there were too many different types of buildings, etc. for this to make sense (also many were apparently unsure if the 
comparison was to residential accounts only) 


 







32 Vendor B’s Web Site 
The overall usage trends chart with a zoom feature was the single most 
impressive element of Vendor B as it allows very granular evaluations and 
comparisons 


• Particularly the most sophisticated/tracking-focused users concentrated on this tab, using it to check for spikes, to provide data 
useful for time-shifting, etc.   


• They sometimes went to the maximum zoom (said to be 5 minutes) and checked different time periods 


• At least some compared different time periods in this manner 


• The weather/temperature overlay option in both vendors’ web sites was appreciated but felt to be of modest value, at best. 


• The trends “by appliance” was disappointing to many, since they wanted to be able to scrutinize appliance use at least by the hour 
(which they feel would be essential if they wanted to use the site for guiding decisions to go to a time-of-use rate or, if they are on 
such a plan, to optimize time-shifting by appliance) 


It shows you what your usage is….at that particular time.  However, when I want to break it down to  see what is causing this usage that was not available.  That didn't  


help me, because when you click on appliance level, it only gives you the appliance for the whole day.  It doesn't give you your appliance level at any given time.  And  


that is what kind of turned me off, to say okay, well, the main thing I wanted to do with this tool, is not useful.  (Vendor B) 







33 Vendor A vs. Vendor B 


As in the Initial Survey, the Vendor A’s interface was more widely favored 
overall than Vendor B although some preferred elements of each website 
to what was provided on the other 


• Current Vendor B users tended to prefer Vendor A, while Vendor A users were evenly split for preference between the 
two sites (although favorability toward Vendor B’s multi-window presentation may have been influenced by one or two 
strong supporters) 


• Qualitative study participants liked some features of each but disliked others 


• Vendor A’s graphic interface with tier data was generally preferred, although  half of the second Vendor A focus group preferred having 
different data elements shown in different windows (as on Vendor B) vs. all data shown together on one scrollable page 


• The “zoom” feature on Vendor B was seen as very useful, particularly by the most sophisticated users (as noted earlier), although doubt 
was expressed whether average residential customers are likely to take advantage of this or whether it would have much behavioral 
impact 


• A comparison to similar residences in one’s neighborhood would be appreciated but neither current interface was 
seen as adequate, participants criticizing Vendor A largely for inaccuracy, Vendor B for basing the comparison on zip 
code 


• The biggest gap in both interfaces was lack of ability to scrutinize usage of appliances over the course of a day (by 
the hour or less) 


Project 


Segment 


Vendor A Vendor B 


Vendor A (n=8) 50% 50% 


Vendor B (n=6) 67% 33% 


TOTAL (n=14) 57% 43% 


Proportions Expressing Preference for Vendor A vs. Vendor B 







34 


Re: Vendor A Re: Vendor B 


 


I think Vendor A is more slick, user friendly.  The user interface 


is more thought out. 


    


 


This is more along the lines of going from MS DOS [Vendor B] to 


a Macintosh [Vendor A].  I mean [Vendor A] certainly is much 


more appealing visually.  This to me, this is a stick figure.   


 


I like it better, too… On Vendor B everything goes from left to 


right and here everything goes from bottom up or up and down.  


There’s a – it’s just visually more pleasing for me looking at it 


this way than across the page.  


 


I like the My Usage breakout a little bit more.  I don’t like the 


period stuff they’ve chosen.  I mean, day makes sense.  I still 


think having a cycle period makes sense…The bar chart on the 


right is interesting and then the trends…  The total for period, 


biggest day of the week, average per month, I think that’s 


interesting.  The trends graph, that’s just noise 


I like the fact that it's doing it on the billing cycle, but I don't like 


the fact that I can't zoom.  And then I just – when I was 


glancing at the recommendations, they look pretty generic. 


 


The biggest day of the week, I think is great.  I would love to see 


the preceding in comparison, like the biggest day of the week 


was Saturday.  The biggest day of the week of last week was 


also Saturday.  So then you can start doing something with that, 


or if you know like hey, I had a party on Wednesday, okay, that 


explains something.  


It seems to break it down more simply.  Everything seems to be 


on this single screen versus having to go to different tabs.  It’s 


just a more complete picture all in one versus having to hunt 


and peck for what you’re looking for.  
 


I think it’s the presentation…  the graphics are better on the 


other website [Vendor B]. Like [Vendor A] has a graph on top, 


always detail, the other one had little boxes with that information 


and visually you can go to that little box and see what you want. 


If I want to focus in on something it’s right there. And I like the 


tabs, too.  
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INTRODUCTION 
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Background 


 CPUC directive for PG&E to utilize AMI data for 


benefit of customers 


 Many applications of AMI data involve the 


estimation of end uses 


 Research has been conducted since the 1980s 


to solve this problem 


 Widespread adoption of AMI has dramatically 


increased both research and commercial efforts 


focused on the problem 
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Objectives of the Test Bed 


 Assist in the development of end use estimation tools to 


support EUC-HU contractors and customers 


 Online service offering to customers – part of first step in 


recognizing potential of energy efficiency within their homes 


 Potential advisory service to customers – help identify high use 


areas and identify possible opportunity for efficiency  


 Test accuracy of commercial software products that 


disaggregate AMI data 


 Need gas and electric solution – synergy of these energy uses 


with HVAC – Water Heating - Cooking 


 Other applications 


 Development of better tools for modeling the impact of energy 


efficiency measures 
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What is the “Disaggregation” problem 


 Electric 


 Many vendors offering a variety of Smart Meter disaggregation 


products for estimating end use consumption 


 Products are black boxes containing proprietary algorithms 


 Vendor claims of accuracy are not verified by comparison to 


direct measurement of end use 


 Gas 


 No vendors currently offering products for gas 
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What is the test bed? 


 A diverse group of six homes owned / occupied by 


PG&E staff or other “friendlies” 


 All end uses of interest are directly metered to obtain 1-


minute kWh / therms 


 Approximately 100 separate measurements in each home 


 1-minute smart meter data also collected in parallel 


 One year of data collection, to obtain full seasonal range 


of energy usage 
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SELECTING HOMES 
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Selection Process 


 Budget allowed for monitoring of six homes. 


 PG&E recruited 37 homeowners for this study, which had PG&E 


gas and electric service  


 A number were rejected because they had safety, monitoring or 


other problems, such as: 


 Solar PV 


 Combined space and water heating 


 Remodeling plans 


 Antiquated wiring 


 Finalists asked to send photos of electric panels and other 


information, and more were rejected 


 Device/circuit inventories completed for 9 homes and 6 were 


selected based on many technical and cost factors 
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Home Characteristics – Electric 
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Site ID 13 21 27 32 40 45


City


Redwood 


City El Macero Crockett Orinda Union City Lafayette


CEC Climate Zone San Francisco Stockton Stockton Stockton San Francisco Stockton


Floor Area                 2,200              3,000              2,100              2,600                  2,400                2,600 


Year Built 1999 1972 1984 1937 2007 1950


Occupants - Adults                         2                      2                      2                      2                          5                        2 


Occupants - Children                        -                        1                     -                       -                           -                          1 


# Refrigerators (of all sizes)                         1                      1                      1                      1                          2                        4 


Cooktop / Stove - Electric                        -                        1                      1                     -                           -                         -   


Oven - Electric                         1                      1                      1                      1                          1                        2 


Microwave / Convection Oven                         1                      2                      2                      1                          1                        1 


Dishwasher                         1                      1                      1                      1                          1                        1 


Clothes Washer                         1                      1                      1                      1                          1                        1 


Clothes Dryer - Electric                         1                      1                      1                      1                          1                        1 


Cooling - Central A/C                        -                        1                     -                        1                          1                        1 


Cooling - Wall/Window Mounted                        -                       -                       -                       -                           -                         -   


Water Heater - Electric                        -                       -                       -                       -                           -                         -   


Pool / Spa Pump                        -                        1                     -                        1                         -                         -   


Electric Vehicle Charging                         1                     -                       -                        1                         -                         -   


# TV                         2                      1                      1                      1                          2                        2 







Home Characteristics – Gas 
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Site ID 13 21 27 32 40 45


City Redwood El Macero Crockett Orinda Union City Lafayette


CEC Climate Zone San Francisco Stockton Stockton Stockton San Francisco Stockton


Floor Area                2,200              3,000              2,100              2,600                  2,400                2,600 


Year Built 1999 1972 1984 1937 2007 1950


Occupants - Adults                         2                      2                      2                      2                          5                        2 


Occupants - Children                       -                        1                     -                       -                           -                          1 


Cooktop / Stove - Gas                         1                     -                       -                        1                          1                        1 


Oven - Gas                       -                       -                       -                       -                           -                         -   


Clothes Dryer - Gas                       -                       -                       -                       -                           -                         -   


Heating - Gas (boiler, furnace or 


wall heaters)                         1                      1                      2                      3                          1                        1 


Water Heater - Gas                         1                      1                      1                      1                          1                        1 







MONITORING SYSTEM 
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Overview of the Monitoring System 


 Total energy use at 1-minute intervals 


 Firmware upgrade to PG&E electric meter 


 Current Transformers (CTs) installed on mains in primary breaker panel 


 Electric end use at 1-minute intervals 


 Power monitoring of each circuit in primary breaker panel including 


feeds to subpanels, and as needed in subpanels 


 Plug load energy monitors on individual electric devices as needed to 


segregated end uses 


 Gas end use at 1-minute intervals 


 Gas meters on individual appliances 


 Data acquisition via Z-Wave and Zigbee wireless networks 


connected to multi-protocol controller, which reports data each 


minute to web portal via cellular connection 
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Electric (kWh/kW) Circuit Sensors 


Mains/Circuit (Dent Instruments 


PowerScout and CTs (Current 


Transducers) 


 


 


 


 


 


Check-It Zigbee 


Multi-IO (wireless 


connection for 


PowerScout and 


Gas Monitors 
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Electric (kWh/kW) Plug Load Sensors 


Aeotec Smart Switch (Z-Wave wireless direct to 


Check-It Controller)  
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Gas(Therms) Sensors 


 Appliance (American Meter/Diaphragm Gas Meter BK-


G4 


 Pulse counting (Brultec ECM 1240) 
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Data Acquisition 


 Check-It Solutions CG-300 


multi-protocol controller 


with cellular modem (all 


monitoring points post to 


the Check-It website each 


minute) 


 


  eComponents Technology – Energy Active (daily data 


updates, virtual channel creation and data verification, 


including missing and high value tests) 
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Virtual Measurements 


 Add 2 phases for (240 v) devices 


 Measurements by subtraction 


 Subtract one or more plug loads from a circuit total or power 


strip total to obtain a residual that is an end use, such as light 


 Same can be done for circuits that serve a subpanel  


 Add measurements to form end uses 


 Detailed end uses 


 Disaggregation target end uses 


 Add all circuits and compare to electrical mains to 


detect missing use.   
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Data Flow 
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Smart Switch Z-Wave 
Network 
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Current 


Transformer 
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Network 


Controller eCT 
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Solution 
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Network 
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Data Flow - QC 
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End Use 


Monitoring  


Vendor End 


Use 


PG&E Smart 


Meter 


Any minute level 


value >     
Watt*Seconds set to 0 


All values reported in 1 
hour format 


SBW QC 


Corrections: changes based on 
mid study changes or errors in 


setup 


Limits: set by 
known device 


thresholds 


If hour not fully reported, do 
not use ANY data stream from 


that hour 


Add up to daily 
level 


If daily meter vs aggregated absolute 
measurement accuracy < 95%, do not 


include ANY data stream from that day 


Assessment of 


Vendor Accuracy 


SBW QC 
All values reported in 1 


minute format 







Limitations 


 End use contamination 


 Hard wired device belonging to the same end use on a circuit 


 Devices that serve two end uses, e.g. boiler for space and water 


heating 


 Very small or temporary loads 


 Ignoring energy used by power strips 


 Ignoring devices that are not always plugged in 


 Measurement resolution – profiles for small loads at one 


minute intervals will be lumpy 


 Gas measurements - 1 cubic foot (1,000 BTU, equivalent to .29 


kWh) 


 Electric measurements - .001 kWh  
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STANDARDIZED END USES 
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Creating Standardized End Uses 


 No industry consensus at this time on how end uses are 


defined 


 For example, does the electric light in your oven belong to the 


Cooker end use or the Light end use, or is a ceiling fan part of 


Space Cooler 


 Disaggregation vendors each have their own end use definitions 


 PG&E decided to develop a standard for the test bed 


and require vendors to estimate against this standard. 


 Standard has been further refined during the 


measurement planning process 
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Disaggregation (Red) and Detailed End 


Uses (Blue) 
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1 Space heater 9 Clothes washer


Room Space heater 10 Dish washer


Central Space heater 11 Electric vehicle


2 Air conditioner 12 Spa/Pool Pump


Room Air Conditioner 13 Other Pump


Central Air Conditioner 14 Other


3 Domestic Water Heater Audio/Visual system


4 Pool / SPA Heater Television


5 Light Set-top box/DVR


6 Refrigerator/Freezer Game console


7 Cooker Computer/Accessory


8 Clothes dryer Other







INSTALLATION AND 


OPERATION 
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Measurement Planning Visit 
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Inventory - Electric Devices Site 4 Plan 


Fuel Device Breaker Hard wired? Outlet # Final Sensor Type Disagg End Use 


Electric Wii 6T NO 50 Plug Other 


Electric Wi-fi router 6T NO 48 Plug Other 


Electric Washer 1T YES 0 Plug Clothes washer 


Electric projection TV 5B NO 46 Plug Other 


Electric Treadmill 6T NO 48 Plug Other 


Electric Tool battery charger 1T NO 36 Subtraction Other 


Electric Toaster oven 23 NO 25 Plug Cooker 


Electric Tankless gas water heater 7 NO 1 FromCT Domestic Water Heater 


Electric Sump pump 1B NO 12 FromCT Other Pump 


Electric Sump pump 10 NO 16 Plug Other Pump 


Electric Sump pump 9B NO 63 Plug Other Pump 


Electric Sub-woofer 6T NO 47 Plug Other 


Electric Sub-woofer 6T NO 50 Plug Other 


Electric Steam bath generator 9T YES 0 FromCT Other 


Electric Sprinkler controller 7T NO 13 FromCT Other 


Electric Shredder 12 NO 37 Plug Other 


Electric Seat massager 3T NO 44 Plug Other 


Electric Routers 6T NO 62 Plug Other 







Measurement Planning Visit 


 Homes inspected by two technicians, visit lasted 8 to 12 


hours 


 All permanently connected devices listed and described  


so that they could be assigned to an end use 


 For electrical, each device traced to circuit in breaker panel 


 Determined best way to install monitoring for gas 


appliances and breaker panels 


 Determined best location for data acquisition 


components 
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Installation 


 9 round trip flights 


 3 weeks 


 >400 sensors 


 >2000 feet of wire through 


attics and crawlspaces 


later… 
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Installation 


29 January 27, 2017 


 


 ~1100 staff hours for site 


inspection and selection 


over 6 months 


 ~1300 staff hours for data 


collector installation and 


programming 


 ~200 Subcontractor hours 


 ~200 electrician and 


plumber hours 







Installation 
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 Staff members spent 15 


days away from home 


 Typical work day 12 hours 


long 


 Time between trips 2-4 days 


 







Installation 
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 600 pounds of gear and 


equipment transported in 


suitcases 


 200 pounds of equipment 


shipped by courier 


 800+ miles driven in rental 


cars 







Installation 
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 Most gas meters had to be 


installed in tight corners, 


crawlspaces, and attics 


 Pulse counter had to be 


installed with an anti-spark 


safety switch in a safe zone. 


Safe zones where often 20 


to 50 feet from the meter 


through walls, floors, and 


ceilings 







Installation 
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 All exterior wire had to be 


installed inside explosion 


proof conduit 


 Gas meters rated for 


exterior installation required 


custom analog pulse 


readers. These custom 


readers had never been 


field tested.  







Installation 
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 Communication networks 


had to be tuned and 


reconfigured to ensure near 


instantaneous 


communication with remote 


computers 


 Each site had a municipal 


electrical and plumbing 


inspection to be sure that all 


metering met code 


requirements 


 







Physical Monitoring Points 
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End Use Plug Load Circuit Total


Air Conditioner 2 15 17


Clothes Dryer 0 11 11


Clothes Washer 3 4 7


Cooker 8 22 30


Dish Washer 3 4 7


Domestic Water Heater 1 1 2


Electric Vehicle 2 4 6


Lighting 6 60 66


Other 124 24 148


Other Pump 1 2 3


Pool_Spa Heater 0 1 1


Refrigerator_Freezer 6 7 13


Spa_Pool Pump 0 4 4


Space Heater 3 8 11


Grand Total 159 167 326







How End Use Monitored 
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End Use Plug Load Circuit Subtraction Total


Air Conditioner 2 15 1 18


Clothes Dryer 0 11 0 11


Clothes Washer 3 4 0 7


Cooker 8 22 5 35


Dish Washer 3 4 0 7


Domestic Water Heater 1 1 0 2


Electric Vehicle 2 4 2 8


Lighting 6 60 114 180


Other 124 24 32 180


Other Pump 1 2 9 12


Pool_Spa Heater 0 1 0 1


Refrigerator_Freezer 6 7 0 13


Spa_Pool Pump 0 4 1 5


Space Heater 3 8 1 12


Grand Total 159 167 165 491







Data Collection 


 Data is upload over cellular connection each minute 


 Data is transferred to permanent data store each day 


 Verification testing performed regularly 


 Check-sum 


 High value 


 Missing value 


 Repeated values 


 Problems identified in verification resolved by contacting 


homeowner or site visit as needed 
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Data Collection 


 Check-it web interface provides tools to  


 Add data collectors 


 View live data 


 Create home poltergeists (we don’t use this but we 


could…) 


 eCT web interface provides tools to 


 Create/edit virtual channels 


 Plot data 


 eCT database 


 Stores raw and virtual channel data on an SQL server 


 Stores data quality information 
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https://www.check-it.ca/monitor/s/check-it/my/live.html
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https://ectweb5.com/webactive/WebEntry.asp





(more) Data Collection 


 PG&E provided with smart meter 1 minute data via API. 


 Disaggregation vendors use smart meter data to 


estimate energy consumed by each end use. 


 Disaggregation vendors submit estimated hourly usage 


by end use 


 All collected data gets put through data processing for 


quality checks and comparison in the final reports. 
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Data Processing 


 R (Statistical Software) used for bulk processing of data 


corrections and data provided by SSN and 


Disaggregation vendors 


 Data quality control and corrections 


 Statistical evaluation of data sets 


 Excel workbooks 


 Detailed site electrical maps 


 Virtual channel equations 


 Summary reports 
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Data Quality 


 kWh Data Validation 


 Sum of measured hourly end use kWh compared to provided 


meter total 


 Daily values that were more than 5% different from available 


meter data were not used in vendor comparison 


 81% of hourly data was within this threshold 


 


 Gas Data Validation 


 Gas meter data was not available 


 Billing totals for one monthly period were roughly compared 


 The average difference at the 5 sites where complete data was 


available was 3% 
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Data Flow 
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Data Flow - QC 
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End Use 


Monitoring  


Vendor End 


Use 


PG&E Smart 


Meter 


Any minute level 


value >     
Watt*Seconds set to 0 


All values reported in 1 
hour format 


SBW QC 


Corrections: changes based on 
mid study changes or errors in 


setup 


Limits: set by 
known device 


thresholds 


If hour not fully reported, do 
not use ANY data stream from 


that hour 


Add up to daily 
level 


If daily meter vs aggregated absolute 
measurement accuracy < 95%, do not 


include ANY data stream from that day 


Assessment of 


Vendor Accuracy 


SBW QC 
All values reported in 1 


minute format 







What happened after a year of data 


collection 


 Gave the homeowners the option to take 


possession of equipment. We will remove some 


equipment at request of homeowners. 


 One year of monitoring data available to use for 


other applications or to help vendors develop 


disaggregation solutions. 


 The inclusion of electrical circuit, gas and 


individual plug load monitoring in this test make 


it uniquely valuable for many future applications. 
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LESSONS LEARNED 
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Some Lessons 


 Even with plug load monitors there are still some mixed 


end uses, e.g., bathroom fans that are also a light fixture 


 Challenging to trace all loads to each circuit 


 Some loads so small that one-minute data is lumpy due 


to resolution of sensors 


 Could not monitor migratory loads, e.g., vacuum cleaner 


plugged into to many outlets 


 Check-sum measurements are critical to resolving 


installation errors, but are not always possible 
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More Lessons 


 Changes to devices in homes (moves, adds and 


removes) require regular updates to system  


 Challenging to install and debug Zwave and Zigbee 


networks in homes 


 Very few options for supporting all sensor types on a 


single wireless gateway 


 Permitting process for metering equipment time 


consuming 


 PG&E smart meter data not completely reliable at the 


one minute level 


 Site level gas meter monitoring was not possible 


because there was not an approved meter available 
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SUMMARY OF END USE 


CONSUMPTION 
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Total Electric Consumption All Sites 


(Dec-Apr) 
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Total Gas Consumption All Sites (Dec-


Apr) 
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Electric Hourly Consumption All Sites 


(Dec-Apr) 
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Total Gas Consumption All Sites 
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Total Electric Consumption By Site (Dec-Apr) 
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Total Gas Consumption By Site (Dec-Apr) 
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Total Gas Consumption By Site (Dec-Apr) 
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Total Monthly Gas Use 
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SMART METER 


DISAGGREGATION TEST 
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Test Objective 


 Determine the accuracy of end use estimates 


provided by three vendors of disaggregation 


software 
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Test Design 


 A blind test, vendors don’t know which homes are part 


of the test bed as they will receive data for 500 home 


user panel including the test bed six 


 Test bed monitoring points are aggregated to standard 


end uses and vendors are asked to estimate those same 


14 standard end uses 


 Vendors are given access to 1-minute electrical use 


from the PG&E smart meter, first month is December 


 Vendors provide data file with hourly estimates for each 


of the 14 standard end uses at the end of December for 


all 500 homes which includes the six monitored homes 


in the test bed 
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More on the Test Design 


 Compares monitored end uses to vendor 


estimates for each hour and day throughout the 


month 


 Provides a summary report on the comparison 


(Day and Hour of Day) in the first week of 


January 


 Process is repeated for additional months with 


the report delivered early the following month 
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Test Results 


 Results shown on the following slides 


 Selected Findings 


 One vendor close on four end uses 


 Some vendors failed to detect certain end uses 


 Some vendors detected end uses not present 


 Large errors by two vendors on Electric space 


heating 


 Only one vendor detected electric vehicles 
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All End Uses: Measured vs. Disaggregator 


Estimate (Dec-Apr) 
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Disaggregator Monthly Estimation Results 


– Air Conditioner 
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Disaggregator Monthly Estimation Results 


– Space Heater 
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Disaggregator Monthly Estimation Results 


– Lighting 
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Electric Vehicle by Site: Measured vs. 


Disaggregator Estimate (Dec-Apr) 
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Lighting by Site: Measured vs. 


Disaggregator Estimate (Dec-Apr) 
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Spa/Pool Pump by Site: Measured vs. 


Disaggregator Estimate (Dec-Apr) 
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Disaggregator Comparison Conclusion 


 None of the disaggregators were able to consistently 


identify all the end uses 


 End uses with multiple device types (e.g. cooker) 


proved difficult for most vendors 


 No clear winner. The best would depend on what the 


criteria for judging was, e.g. no false positives, matching 


large users, number of end uses reported 


 All of the disaggregators have room for improvement 
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OTHER APPLICATIONS OF THE 


TEST BED 
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Possible Applications 


 Provide detailed end use data for specific devices such 


as set-top boxes and game consoles  


 Help vendors improve electric smart meter 


disaggregation products 


 Help vendors develop gas smart meter disaggregation 


 No vendors identified yet 


 Test EUC modeling software used in auditing single 


family homes (replacements for Energy Pro) 


 New EUC modeling software under development 
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DATA AVAILABLE FROM TEST 


BED 
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Available Data and How to Get It 


 Database of 1-minute measurements – gas and 


electric – available for disaggregation vendor 


trials 


 Measurement plan workbooks that document 


each physical measurement 


 Copies of the data available for download on 


PG&E EPIC Closeout Report page 
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Device General PG&E End Use Disagg End Use Total


A/C Central Air Conditioner Air conditioner 6


AC condensate pump Central Air Conditioner Air conditioner 2


Adding machine Other Other 1


Air bed inflator Other Other 2


Air Purifier Other Other 2


Alarm clock Other Other 1


Alarm system Other Other 1


Apple Air Port Audio/Visual System Other 1


Apple TV Audio/Visual System Other 1


Arduino Board Other Other 1


AV Reciever Audio/Visual System Other 2


Awnings Light Lighting 1


Awnings Other Other 1


Baby Monitor Other Other 1


Battery charger Other Other 1


BBQ Cooker Cooker 1


Blender Other Other 2


Blu-Ray Audio/Visual System Other 2


Boiler Central Space heater Space Heater 1


Boiler Controls, pumps Central Space heater Space Heater 1


Box fan Other Other 1


Cable AV splitter Set-top box/DVR Other 1


Cable Box Set-top box/DVR Other 3


Cable Modem Computer/Accessory Other 2


Carbon Monoxide Detector Other Other 1


CD player Audio/Visual System Other 2


Central vacuum Other Other 1


Charger Other Other 2
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Device General PG&E End Use Disagg End Use Total


Circuit 81


Circuit Central Air Conditioner Air conditioner 15


Circuit Central Space heater Space Heater 5


Circuit Clothes dryer Clothes dryer 11


Circuit Clothes washer Clothes washer 4


Circuit Computer/Accessory Other 1


Circuit Cooker Cooker 23


Circuit Dish washer Dish washer 4


Circuit Domestic Water Heater Domestic Water Heater 1


Circuit Electric Vehicle Electric vehicle 6


Circuit Light Lighting 60


Circuit NA NA 12


Circuit Other Other 26


Circuit Other Pump Other Pump 1


Circuit Pool / SPA Heater Pool/Spa Heater 1


Circuit Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 6


Circuit Room Air Conditioner Air conditioner 1


Circuit Room Space Heater Space Heater 1


Circuit Spa/Pool Pump Spa/Pool Pump 4


Circuit Total Total 14


Clearwire internet WIKI Computer/Accessory Other 1


Clock radio Other Other 7


Coax Power Computer/Accessory Other 1


Coffee grinder Other Other 1


Coffee maker Other Other 5


Communication Hub Audio/Visual System Other 1


Computer Computer/Accessory Other 4


Computer Speakers Computer/Accessory Other 2


Computer+monitor Computer/Accessory Other 1


Cooktop Cooker Cooker 2


Cordless Phone Other Other 1


Cuisinart Other Other 1


Desk fan Other Other 1


Desk lamp Light Lighting 4


Desk lamp/iHome Audio/Visual System Other 1
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Device General PG&E End Use Disagg End Use Total


Direct TV power Audio/Visual System Other 1


Direct TV power Set-top box/DVR Other 1


Dishwasher Dish washer Dish washer 6


Disposal Other Other 1


Door Bell Other Other 2


Dryer Clothes dryer Clothes dryer 7


DVD Player Audio/Visual System Other 4


DVD/VCR player Audio/Visual System Other 1


DVR Set-top box/DVR Other 1


Electric bed Other Other 2


Electric toothbrushes Other Other 1


Emergency Flashlight Light Lighting 1


Entertainment PSD Audio/Visual System Other 1


Espresso maker Other Other 2


EV charger Electric Vehicle Electric vehicle 4


Exercise Bike Other Other 1


Exhaust Fan Light Lighting 18


Exhaust Fan, Light Cooker Cooker 2


Exhaust Fan, Light Light Lighting 2


Fan Light Lighting 1


Fan Other Other 2


Fan Room Air Conditioner Air conditioner 1


Fan Room Space Heater Space Heater 1


Fan & light Light Lighting 2


Fan/heater Other Other 1


Fireplace Room Space Heater Space Heater 3


Fireplace Control Room Space Heater Space Heater 2


Floor fan 1


Floor fan Room Air Conditioner Air conditioner 2


Floor Light Light Lighting 1


Food processor Other Other 1


Fountain Other Other 2


Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 1


Furnace Central Space heater Space Heater 9


Furnace (fan+controls) Central Air Conditioner Air conditioner 4


Furnace (fan+controls) Central Space heater Space Heater 2
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Device General PG&E End Use Disagg End Use Total


Garage Door Opener Other Other 9


Garbage Disposal Other Other 5


Gas BBQ Cooker Cooker 1


Gas cooktop controls Cooker Cooker 1


Gas fireplace Room Space Heater Space Heater 1


Gas Rangetop Power Cooker Cooker 1


Grass shear charger Other Other 1


Greenhouse master pump Other Other 1


Heater Room Space Heater Space Heater 1


Heating pad Other Other 2


Home Controller Audio/Visual System Other 1


Home security power Other Other 1


Home Theater Speaker Audio/Visual System Other 1


Homeworx Set-Top Box Set-top box/DVR Other 1


Hot water power Domestic Water Heater Domestic Water Heater 1


Humidifier Other Other 2


Internet Web Phone Other Other 1


i-phone charger Other Other 1


Ipod Base Audio/Visual System Other 1


iPod stereo Audio/Visual System Other 1


Jacuzzi Pool / SPA Heater Pool/Spa Heater 1


Juicer Other Other 1


Kindle Other Other 1


Laptop 1


Laptop Computer/Accessory Other 7


Laptop, Monitor Computer/Accessory Other 1


Lawn Sprinkler Control Other Other 1


Lenovo thinkpad Display-Link Computer/Accessory Other 1


Light Light Lighting 1


Light bar Light Lighting 2


Light w/fan Light Lighting 5


Light-desk lamp Light Lighting 4


Light-exterior Light Lighting 2


Light-floor lamp Light Lighting 10


Lights Central Air Conditioner Air conditioner 2


Lights Cooker Cooker 1


Lights Light Lighting 237


Lights Spa/Pool Pump Spa/Pool Pump 2


Light-Table lamp Light Lighting 18
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Mediasonic Probox Computer/Accessory Other 1


Microwave Cooker Cooker 7


Mirror defogger Light Lighting 1


Mixer Other Other 1


Modem Computer/Accessory Other 1


Monitor Computer/Accessory Other 5


Multi Channel Amplifier Audio/Visual System Other 1


Netgear Computer/Accessory Other 1


Night light 1


Night light Light Lighting 5


Nintendo Game Console Other 1


None 244


nothing we think Room Space Heater Space Heater 1


Oven Cooker Cooker 7


Paper shredder Other Other 1


Phone Other Other 9


Phone Charger Other Other 1


Piano Other Other 2


Playstation Game Console Other 4


Pool equipment (pump, cleaning robot, heater controls) Spa/Pool Pump Spa/Pool Pump 1


Pool heater Pool / SPA Heater Pool/Spa Heater 1


Pool pump Spa/Pool Pump Spa/Pool Pump 1


Power Filter Audio/Visual System Other 2


Power Strip 12


Power Strip Audio/Visual System Other 3


Power Strip Computer/Accessory Other 8


Power Strip Game Console Other 1


Power Strip Light Lighting 1


Power Strip Other Other 6


Power Strip Set-top box/DVR Other 1


Printer Computer/Accessory Other 5


Printer/fax/scanner Computer/Accessory Other 1


projection TV Television Other 1


Projector Audio/Visual System Other 1


Radio Audio/Visual System Other 1


Range Cooker Cooker 4


Range Exhaust Cooker Cooker 1


Rangehood fan/lt Cooker Cooker 1


Rangetop controls Cooker Cooker 1
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Refrigeration condensate pump Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 1


Refrigerator Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 8


Refrigerator-mini Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 1


Respirator Other Other 1


Roku Audio/Visual System Other 1


Roomba Other Other 1


Router Audio/Visual System Other 1


Router Computer/Accessory Other 5


Router, Modem Computer/Accessory Other 1


Seagate hard drive Computer/Accessory Other 2


Seat massager Other Other 1


Set Top Box Set-top box/DVR Other 2


Shredder Other Other 1


Smoke Detector Other Other 1


Soldering Iron Other Other 1


Spare smart switch NA NA 5


Speakers Audio/Visual System Other 2


Sprinkler control Other Other 5


Steam bath generator Other Other 1


Steamer Other Other 1


Stereo Audio/Visual System Other 2


Sterilizer Other Other 1


Subwoofer Audio/Visual System Other 3


Sump pump Other Pump Other Pump 3


Surveillance camera Computer/Accessory Other 1


Surveillance camera Other Other 5


Switch Audio/Visual System Other 1


Switch Computer/Accessory Other 1


Switching power supply Audio/Visual System Other 1


Theater system Audio/Visual System Other 1


Theater system speakers Audio/Visual System Other 1


Toaster Cooker Cooker 1


Toaster Other Other 1


Toaster oven Cooker Cooker 1


Tool battery charger Other Other 2


Toothbrush Light Lighting 1


Toothbrush UV Other Other 1
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Towel warming microwave Other Other 1


Trash Compacter Other Other 1


Treadmill Other Other 1


Tuner Audio/Visual System Other 2


Turntable Audio/Visual System Other 1


TV Audio/Visual System Other 1


TV Television Other 9


TV Amplifier Power Supply Television Other 1


Universal Power Supply (PSC) Computer/Accessory Other 1


Universal Power Supply (PSC) Other Other 2


USB hub Computer/Accessory Other 1


Vera 3 Other Other 1


Vitamix Other Other 1


Vtech Other Other 1


Wall heater Room Space Heater Space Heater 1


Warmer Cooker Cooker 1


Water conditioner Other Other 1


Water heater Domestic Water Heater Domestic Water Heater 5


Water heater, tankless Domestic Water Heater Domestic Water Heater 3


Water softener Other Other 1


Waterpik Light Lighting 1


Waterpik Other Other 1


Wax machine Other Other 1


Web Phone Charger (None) Other Other 1


Whole House Exhaust Fan and remote fan control Central Air Conditioner Air conditioner 1


WiFi router Audio/Visual System Other 1


WiFi router Computer/Accessory Other 3


Wii Game Console Other 2


Wine cooler AC Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 1


Wine Refrigerator Refrigerator/Freezer Refrigerator/Freezer 1


Wireless headphones Audio/Visual System Other 1


Wireless Speaker Transmitter Audio/Visual System Other 1


X-Box Game Console Other 2


Xfinity Cable Box Set-top box/DVR Other 3


Yard lights controller & power Light Lighting 1


Zigbee Rainforest Automation Computer/Accessory Other 1


Clothes washer Clothes washer Clothes washer 6





